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Abstract
Fine arts refer to a broad spectrum of art formats, i.e. painting, calligraphy, photography, architec-
ture, and so forth. Fine art reproductions are to create surrogates of the original artwork that are
able to faithfully deliver the aesthetics and feelings of the original. Traditionally, reproductions of
fine art are made in the form of catalogs, postcards or books by museums, libraries, archives, and
so on (hereafter called museums for simplicity). With the widespread adoption of digital archiv-
ing in museums, more and more artwork is reproduced to be viewed on a display. For example,
artwork collections are made available through museum websites and Google Art Project for art
lovers to view on their own displays. In the thesis, we study the fine art reproduction of paint-
ings in the form of soft copy viewed on displays by answering four questions: (1) what is the
impact of the viewing condition and original on image quality evaluation? (2) can image quality
be improved by avoiding visual editing in current workflows of fine art reproduction? (3) can
lightweight spectral imaging be used for fine art reproduction? and (4) what is the performance of
spectral reproductions compared with reproductions by current workflows?
We started with evaluating the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction created by
representative museums in the United States under controlled and uncontrolled environments with
and without the presence of the original artwork. The experimental results suggest that the image
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quality is highly correlated with the color accuracy of the reproduction only when the original is
present and the reproduction is evaluated on a characterized display.
We then examined the workflows to create these reproductions, and found that current work-
flows rely heavily on visual editing and retouching (global and local color adjustments on the digi-
tal reproduction) to improve the color accuracy of the reproduction. Visual editing and retouching
can be both time-consuming and subjective in nature (depending on experts’ own experience and
understanding of the artwork) lowering the efficiency of artwork digitization considerably. We
therefore propose to improve the workflow of fine art reproduction by (1) automating the process
of visual editing and retouching in current workflows based on RGB acquisition systems and by (2)
recovering the spectral reflectance of the painting with off-the-shelf equipment under commonly
available lighting conditions.
Finally, we studied the perceived image quality of reproductions created by current three-
channel (RGB) workflows with those by spectral imaging and those based on an exemplar-based
method.
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1.1 Fine Art Reproduction: What and Why
Fine arts refer to painting, calligraphy, photography, sculpture and so forth as shown in Figure 1.1.
Fine art reproduction creates representations of artwork usually in the form of calendars, postcards,
and catalogs, Figure 1.2. Depending on the purpose of the reproduction, the requirement for image
quality varies. However, in general, a fine art reproduction is required to be as close to the original
as possible in order to faithfully capture and deliver the artistic and aesthetic feeling of the artwork.
In the thesis, we focus on the reproduction of fine art paintings in the form of soft copy viewed on
displays.
Traditionally, artwork is reproduced on film, negative and print. However, these reproductions
usually suffer from aging and fading, making them not ideal for durable preservation. Given
the advance in digital imaging, more and more museums started to adopt digital archiving when
reproducing artwork. In 2004, 90% of imaging was performed digitally in museums [1]. Some
of the advantages of digital archiving include (1) better preservation of artwork, (2) permanent
archiving, (3) easy sharing and distribution, and (4) the possibilities for digital representations
besides prints.
The general components of current workflows in fine art reproduction are shown in the solid
1
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(a) Painting (b) Calligraphy (c) Photography (d) Sculpture
Figure 1.1: Some examples of different type of fine arts: (a) painting, (b) calligraphy, (c) photog-
raphy, and (d) sculpture.
rectangle box in Figure 1.3, and components of this work (Section 1.3) are in dashed-line rectangle
boxes. A painting is captured by a digital camera under a certain lighting geometry (RGB Capture,
Figure 1.3 (a)). The lighting can be diffuse, directional, or a combination of both, depending on
the artwork (i.e. directional lighting is able to bring out the texture of the artwork but it may also
cause unwanted shadows). The captured picture off the camera is shown on a display for visual
editing and retouching by experts in museums (Figure 1.3 (b)). Visual editing and retouching refer
to global and local color adjustments on the digitized artwork on a display to match more closely
the original. They are performed because (1) camera spectral sensitivities generally do not match
closely with our color sensitivity, and (2) some colors in the paintings are out of the gamut of
the capturing device, displays or printers. Visual editing and retouching are conducted by many
museums to improve image quality [1]. Once visual editing is complete, the reproductions are
ready for printing or access by visitors on a display through the Internet (Figure 1.3 (c)).
(a) Book (b) Postcard (c) Canvas (d) Softcopy
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Figure 1.3: A typical workflow to reproduce fine art paintings in museums (inside the solid rectan-
gle). A painting is captured digitally by a camera under a certain lighting geometry. Visual editing
and retouching are made by experts on the reproduction to better match with the original before it
is distributed for viewing by art lovers on a display or printed to make hard copies. Improvements
are made by first (d) evaluating the image quality of fine art reproduction in both controlled and
uncontrolled (i.e. the Internet) viewing conditions (Chapter 3). We proposed to improve the work-
flow by (1) automating the current workflows based on the RGB acquisition system ((e) and (f) in
Chapter 4 and 5), and (2) doing spectral imaging of fine art paintings under commonly available
lighting conditions ((g) in Chapter 6 and 7).
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Figure 1.4: The reproductions of the painting: Milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer by six museums
(museum names are not disclosed on purpose). These reproductions vary widely in color and
image quality [2].
The workflow (in the solid box) in Figure 1.3 is generally followed by museums when digitiz-
ing artwork. However, Berns and Frey [1] still found that the current workflows to reproduce fine
art paintings vary widely from museums to museums, resulting in the perceived image quality by
different museums far from satisfactory. An example is shown in Figure 1.4. The oil-on-canvas
painting, Milkmaid by Johannes Vermeer, is reproduced by six museums, and the reproductions
vary widely in color and image quality.
The goal of the thesis is to improve the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction by
(1) improving the current RGB workflow by eliminating visual editing and retouching, and (2)




Traditionally, we need to go to museums to see artwork, some of which may reside in the storage
room and remain hardly accessible to the public. Yet in the recent decades, people become more
likely to view the masterpieces of their favorite artists through a display without even stepping
outside their room as long as the Internet is available. Thanks to the advance in digital imaging
techniques and the widespread adoption of digital archiving in museums, art has become more
accessible and well documented than ever.
Berns and Frey [1] evaluated the quality of imaging practices used in representative Ameri-
can museums, and proposed to improve image quality by spectral imaging. Berns et al. [3, 4, 5]
proposed to estimate the spectra of paintings by digital cameras coupled with color-filters. Harde-
berg et al. [6] proposed to capture multispectral color images using Liquid Crystal Tunable Filters
(LCTFs). Park et al. [7] did multispectral imaging by multiplexed illumination. While spectral
imaging allows fine art reproduction to be robust to the change in lighting conditions, it may be
not practical or cost-effective for many museums. Frey and Farnand [2] therefore benchmarked
current art image interchange cycles and created recommended guidelines for current workflows
of fine art reproduction.
In recent years, improvements to fine art reproduction are made by investigating the camera
systems in capturing the artwork [8, 9] and creating a database of artist materials [10, 11]. Instead
of acquiring the color or spectral information alone, Redman et al. [12] proposed to capture both
the spectra and texture of paintings by modifying the Reflection Transformation Imaging (RTI)
apparatus. Berns and Chen [13] captured the surface normal and diffuse spectra of paintings by
photometric stereo and multiple-filter system. Mudge et al. [14] explored the future for digital
archiving given the emerging technologies in the cultural heritage field.
The study of fine art reproduction has been a multidisciplinary subject including perceptual
image quality assessment, spectral imaging, machine learning, and chromatic adaptation. These
subjects are discussed in the following subsections. A good summary of current cultural heritage
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preservation and fine art reproduction can also be found in [14, 2, 1].
1.2.1 Perceptual Image Quality Assessment
The notion of image quality has its genesis in the field of optics, i.e. pin hole cameras [15].
Janssen [16, 17] suggested that image quality should be evaluated as information processing rather
than signal processing, and not in the terms of visual distortion in the image. Perceived image
quality can be assessed subjectively by human observers, or objectively by physical measure-
ments. Historically, the emphasis on image quality has been on image physics, and psychophys-
ical scaling tools to measure subjective image quality have been available only for the last 25 to
35 years [18]. For example, to evaluate the image quality of a reproduction, psychophysics ex-
periments can be conducted, in which observers are asked to determine the image quality based
on i.e. preference or resemblance to the original. On the other hand, reflectance at selected areas
on the painting and their reproduction can be measured and color difference [19] calculated to
provide an objective measure for quality inspection. In the following paragraphs, we discuss both
the physical measurements and subjective evaluations for image quality assessment.
Physical Measurements Mathematically defined measures are traditionally used to quantify the
image quality, such as the root means square error (RMSE) and universal image quality index [20].
However, these measures do not take into account the human visual perception. More complex
image quality metrics are developed therefore to correlate with perceived image quality by incor-
porating the contrast sensitivity functions, nonlinear relationship between lightness and luminance,
and so forth [21, 22]. Wang [23] proposed to measure the image quality based on structural vari-
ation in the image (The Structural SIMilarity (SSIM) index). Eskicioglu and Fisher [24], and
Sheikh et al. [25] compared the performance of a number of image quality metrics. One of the
limitations of these metrics is that they are mainly developed to measure structural distortions and
variations in the image [26, 20], and therefore they may not be able to adequately describe the
mismatch in color or the loss of texture that are typical in fine art reproduction.
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Color difference metrics, i.e. ∆E00 [19], on the other hand, are usually used to quantify the
image quality for fine art reproduction. However, they alone do not tell the whole story, as they do
not take into account the contrast sensitivity functions of our eyes [27]. A spatial extension [28] is
used to filter out details that cannot be distinguished by our eyes at a certain distance, thus being
able to more accurately describe the image appearance.
Subjective Evaluations Human observers are usually used as the final judge for image quality
evaluations, given the subjective nature of the problem. In psychophysics experiments evaluating
the image quality, two different criteria are frequently used: preference or accuracy. Preference is
more related to reproductions made to invoke fond memories [2], while accuracy demands digital
surrogates to be representative of the original. Image preference has been used widely for im-
age enhancement [29]. Bringier [30] proposed to predict the perceptual quality of photographs
by modeling contrast. Calabria and Fairchild [31, 32] investigated the roles of image lightness,
chroma and sharpness manipulations on perceived image quality. Ferzli and Karam [33, 34] pro-
posed a sharpness metric to correlate with perceived image sharpness. De Ridder and Blom-
maert [35] explored the relationship between perceptual image quality and naturalness, and found
observers tend to like more colorful images, although they realize that these images look some-
what unnatural. Yendrikhovskij et al. [36] modeled the image quality of natural scenes (based on
preference) by naturalness and colorfulness.
Specifically, for fine art reproduction, accuracy rather than preference is almost always the top
priority when image quality is concerned. The reproduction and the original are viewed simulta-
neously under certain lighting conditions for assessment (if the original is available). However, it
is generally the situation that people experience fine art reproduction without the original artwork
available for direct comparison [37]. For example, the wide availability of the Internet allows art
lovers to access fine art reproduction on their own display through museum websites. Whether
the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction viewed in uncontrolled viewing conditions
can be assured has not been investigated thoroughly. Moroney [38] conducted a web-based color
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naming experiment, in which observers were asked to name the colors on the website through the
Internet. As the display used by participants varies, the color to be named may depend on the color
reproduction capability of the display.
Subjective evaluations can be obtained through psychophysics experiments. Three classical
methods are usually used to measure the threshold in psychophysics experiments: (1) method
of adjustment, (2) method of limits, and (3) method of constant stimuli [39, 40]. The choice of
which method to use depends on the stimulus set and the presentation order in the experiment. For
example, if the stimulus is continuous, the method of adjustment is preferred as it allows observers
to adjust the level of stimuli during the measurement. On the other hand, the method of constant
stimuli presents the stimuli randomly thus preventing observers from predicting the next stimulus.
While the three classical methods have been effective in measuring the threshold, they are also
found to be inefficient, as many trials collected are well above or below the threshold, thus making
them almost useless in estimating the threshold. Adaptive methods, such as the staircase method,
PEST [41], and QUEST [42], have been developed based on the classic methods to improve the
efficiency in threshold detection. Probit analysis [43] is usually used to analyze the result from
these methods.
Specifically, for image quality evaluations, scalings (rankings) are of most interest, and they
are usually obtained by the method of magnitude estimation [44] and the method of paired-
comparison [45, 46]. Both techniques are frequently applied in psychophysics to measure judg-
ments of sensory stimuli [44]. In the method of magnitude estimation, observers are instructed to
assign numerical values proportional to the stimulus magnitude they perceive. Some advantages
of the method of magnitude estimation include (1) the comparison process is more efficient, and
(2) data are provided on what is intended to be an interval scale, and parametric statistics can be
used for evaluation [47]. On the other hand, in the method of paired-comparison, observers are





possible pairs are presented
for comparison. The method of paired-comparison is preferred (1) when the difference between




Spectral imaging has been used in many areas, i.e. computer vision [49, 50, 51], life science [52,
53, 54], and so forth. In museums, it has been introduced for digital archiving to achieve more
accurate reproductions and to eliminate illuminant metamerism1. Marimont and Wandell [55]
proposed a linear model of surface and illuminant spectra. Maloney and Wandell [56], and Ohta
and Hayashi [57] described a method to recover both the scene reflectance and illuminant spectrum
simultaneously, but the camera spectral sensitivity needs to be known and the light source is limited
to daylight. Zhao et al. [58, 59] used the Matrix R method for spectral image archives. Recent
studies [60, 61] also use assorted pixel image sensors that trade spatial resolution for spectral
recovery. Burns and Berns [62] addressed the quantization error in multispectral color image
acquisition. Sun [63] evaluated the image quality of spectral imaging on human portraits. Day
et al. [64] evaluated the color accuracy of several spectral imaging capture techniques. Imai et
al. [65] proposed an end-to-end spectral reproduction system composed of multi-spectral capturing
and printing. In general, spectral imaging can be implemented with multiple filters or controlled
illuminations.
Spectral Imaging with Filters Many previous studies on spectral imaging are implemented
with multiple filters, either mounted in front of the camera lens [66, 3, 67, 63, 4, 5, 59] or use
Liquid Crystal Tunable Filters (LCTFs) [6, 68]. Usually customization is needed to install filters
in the camera system. In addition, the change in filters mechanically during the capturing may
introduce pixel shifts, requiring image registration later on.
Spectral Imaging with Controlled Illumination Imai and Berns [3] recovered the scene spec-
tra under a pair of lighting conditions with a trichromatic camera. Martinez et al. [69] built a light-
1Illuminant metamerism refers to the fact when a pair of stimuli matches in color under one illuminant but the match
in color breaks under another illuminant.
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ing system composed of seven interference filters and fiber-optic light guides for digital archiving.
The interference filters are designed to allow more accurate reconstruction of the spectra of tradi-
tional artists’ pigments. Park et al. [7] built a multispectral imaging system to recover the spectral
reflectance using optimal multiplexed LEDs. Han et al. [51] used the color wheel in a DLP projec-
tor to produce distinct lights to recover the scene reflectance. In these systems, the lighting usually
needs to be carefully designed or controlled to function in an indoor environment without strong
ambient light. In [7, 51], the spectral sensitivity of the camera and the spectral power distribution
(SPD) of the light sources need to be either measured or estimated in advance. The measurement
of camera spectral sensitivity can be rather time-consuming, and the measurement instruments are
expensive and rarely found outside universities or research centers. In Chapter 6, we propose to
recover the scene spectra under commonly available lighting conditions, i.e. daylight.
1.2.3 Exemplar-based Methods for Automating Visual Editing
Exemplar-based methods are popular machine learning techniques for object detection [70], hu-
man face detection [71], head tracking [72], and so forth. Some examples are given below.
• Super-Resolution Super-resolution refers to creating an image of higher spatial-resolution
given an input image of low resolution. It can be useful in applications where the resolution
of image sensors is limited2. Freeman et al. [74] developed a training-based super-resolution
algorithm. A database is created composed of high-resolution images and their downsam-
pled low-resolution counterparts. The input image of low resolution is divided into patches
(i.e. 5×5). A high-resolution patch is selected by a nearest neighbor search from the training
database based on the local low-frequency information and adjacent, previously determined
high-frequency patches.
• Color Constancy Color constancy refers to the capability to perceive the objects of the
same color despite a change in the color of the illuminant in the scene. While humans are
2The sensor resolution can be limited by signal-to-noise ratio. In addition, imaging at wavelengths where silicon is
blind is considerably more complicated, bulky, and expensive [73].
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able to adapt to the scene white point even without realizing it, imaging systems, such as
cameras, do not have the capability. Automatic white balance (AWB) algorithms have been
developed to improve the color constancy for cameras [75, 76, 77, 78]. Jose and Drew [79]
proposed to do exemplar-based color constancy. The image is segmented into patches, each
of which is matched to the nearest-neighbor surfaces in the database. Then the illuminant
for each surface is estimated based on the histogram matching of each surface to its best-
matched surfaces in the training data. The illuminant for the whole image is an integration
of the estimated illuminant for each surface.
• Image Enhancement based on User Preference Image enhancement is usually conducted
to make images look better. Kang et al. [29] proposed an example-based framework for
image enhancement. A database of images before and after enhancement is created, and the
adjustment parameters (i.e. contrast, lightness, and chroma) collected. An input image is
matched to an image in the training data based on a certain distance metric, and the adjust-
ment parameters of the best-matched image is applied to enhance the input image. Other
examples of image manipulation and enhancement based on exemplar-based approaches
are [80, 81, 82, 83].
1.2.4 Chromatic Adaptation Transforms (CATs)
When perceiving a white car under daylight or yellowish street light at night, we see it as whitish,
independent of the color of the illuminant. That capability to discount the change in illuminant
and still perceive the object of the same color is referred to as chromatic adaptation. Formally,
chromatic adaptation is defined as the largely independent sensitivity regulation of the mechanisms
of color vision, and it is often considered to be independent changes in responsivity of the three
types of cone photoreceptors [84].
To model chromatic adaptation, datasets of corresponding colors are created. Pairs of corre-
sponding colors refer to two colors that appear alike when one is seen under one illuminant and
the other is seen under a different illuminant, the observer being adapted to each illuminant [85].
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Corresponding color data is usually obtained through psychophysics experiments, in which ob-
servers are asked to make color matches of the stimuli, while having each eye adapt to a respective
white point.
All viable modern chromatic adaptation models can trace their roots, both conceptually and
mathematically, to the hypotheses of Johannes von Kries [84]. Land et al. [86] proposed Retinex
Theory to address chromatic adaption in the spatial domain. Nayatani [87] improved the model by
including a nonlinear power function and noise terms in the calculation. Fairchild [88] incorpo-
rated parameters to account for the degree of adaptation in CAT. Incomplete adaptation refers to
the fact that our visual system cannot fully adapt to the white point of self-luminous media (i.e. dis-
plays). For example, when seeing a piece of white paper under the tungsten light, we perceive it
whitish. However, if the color of the paper under the tungsten light is replicated on a display,
we rarely see it whitish any longer indicating a lack of complete adaptation to the self-luminous
media. The Bradford model is essentially a von Kries model with an additional nonlinearity on
the blue channel [84]. The linear version of the Bradford model is used in the ICC profiles by
default [89]. CAT02 [90] is the most advanced chromatic adaptation model derived from a wide
variety of corresponding color datasets.
Süsstrunk et al. [91] evaluated the chromatic adaptation performance of different RGB sensors.
Braun and Fairchild [92] tested five color appearance models using complex images. However,
one limitation of previous work is that the CATs were usually tested or derived from simple color
patches. Therefore, the accuracy of CATs when predicting complex images has to be investigated,
as complex images are not perceived and processed the same way as simple images by our visual
system. Secondly, even when complex images are used, natural images, i.e. photographs rather
than artwork are usually used. The colors in artwork can be very different from what are observed
in natural images. Therefore, we test the performance of three state-of-the-art CATs for fine art
reproduction in Chapter 4. Observers were asked to make visual editing and retouching on the
reproductions of artwork in the experiment. The images adjusted by observers are compared with
the prediction by CAT models. The CAT model that is closest to the images adjusted by observers
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can be used to serve as a closer starting point for visual editing.
1.3 Thesis Overview and Organization
In the thesis, our goals are to (1) improve the current RGB workflow of fine art reproduction by
automating the visual editing by experts in museums, and (2) recover the spectra of paintings using
off-the-shelf components under commonly available lighting conditions. Current workflows are
evaluated first to diagnose potential areas for improvement. Four main problems are identified in
the current workflow of fine art reproduction:
• What Is the Impact of the Original and the Controlled Viewing Condition on Image
Quality Evaluation? Current workflows aim to reproduce the artwork as accurately as
possible. However, when digitized artwork is viewed by observers on their own displays
through the Internet without the presence of the original, it becomes questionable whether
reproduction accuracy is still the top concern. We aim to study (1) the impact of the original
on the perceived image quality, and (2) the impact of the viewing conditions (controlled and
uncontrolled) on the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction.
• Can Visual Editing and Retouching Be Avoided? While used widely in the workflow
of fine art reproduction to improve image quality, visual editing and retouching are labor-
intensive and time-consuming because they have to be conducted for each painting indi-
vidually. Besides, the subjective nature of the adjustments makes the process difficult to
automate. We aim to (1) test existing chromatic adaptation models to reduce visual editing,
and (2) develop a learning-based method to automate the process of visual editing.
• Can Spectral Acquisition Be Made Using Lightweight Methods? The color information
acquired by a trichromatic camera system is ‘contaminated’ by the lighting under which the
reproduction is made. As a result, a metameric match between the reproduction and the
original artwork can be achieved at best. However, the perceptual match in color is vulner-
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able to changes in the lighting. We aim to (1) do spectral imaging of fine art reproduction
without the overhead of controlled lighting or having multiple filters, and (2) investigate the
space of camera spectral sensitivity to render spectral images.
• What is the Performance of Spectral Reproductions Compared with Reproductions
by Current Workflows? Current workflows of fine art reproduction aim at a metameric
match between the original and the reproduction at best, and therefore they suffer from the
illuminant metamerism. Spectral reproductions, on the other hand, are able to overcome
the illuminant metamerism by recovering the spectral reflectance of the painting. We aim
to understand (1) the color, (2) the texture and details, and (3) the overall performance of
reproductions made by spectral imaging and by current RGB-acquisition workflows.
In Chapter 2, we review related concepts and definitions in color reproduction, camera imaging
pipelines, and fine art reproduction, and place our work in the context of the related research.
In Chapter 3, we evaluate the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction under controlled/
uncontrolled environments with and without the presence of the original. Based on the results, we
found color accuracy significant to the perceived image quality only when the reproductions were
evaluated with the original present. In addition, the viewing condition had little impact on image
quality assessment if original was absent.
In Chapter 4, we predict the images adjusted by observers by three state-of-the-art chromatic
adaptation transforms (CATs). The CAT that provides the closest match with the images adjusted
by observers can be used as a closer starting point. After analyzing the image difference between
the predictions by CATs and images adjusted by observers, no CAT is found to outperform the rest
for all test images.
In Chapter 5, we propose to automate the process of visual editing and retouching by an
exemplar-based method. By learning how observers make visual editing and retouching on paint-
ings, we are able to adjust new paintings accordingly (by matching to an existing painting in the
database) to resemble the original in the light booth. By eliminating visual editing, the efficiency
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of the current workflow for fine art reproduction can be improved.
In Chapter 6, we turn our focus to reproducing fine art paintings by spectral imaging. We
propose to recover the scene reflectance under commonly available light sources and apply the
method to recover the spectral reflectance of paintings. The wide variety of light sources in ev-
eryday life allows recovery of the scene reflectance without relying on extra filters or controlled
illuminations. For optimal performance, we investigate (1) which lighting condition overall yields
more accurate spectral recovery, and (2) given a lighting condition, which reflectance is estimated
well by noise analysis.
In Chapter 7, we investigate the underlying reason behind the mismatch in color between the
reproduction and the original by analyzing the camera spectral sensitivity. By examining the space
of camera spectral sensitivity, we propose to estimate the camera spectral sensitivity with a single
picture of a broadband color checker under unknown daylight. The knowledge of the camera
spectral sensitivity can be used to render spectral images and to do white balance. A database of
camera spectral sensitivity is also created and available online: http://www.cis.rit.edu/
jwgu/research/camspec/db.php.
In Chapter 8, we evaluate the performance of traditional RGB workflow, spectral imaging
workflow, and an exemplar-based method (in Chapter 5) in a paired-comparison experiment. Im-
age quality is evaluated based on (1) color, (2) details and texture, and (3) overall appearance of
the reproductions. Spectral reproduction was found to be not always the best when image quality
was evaluated based on color. It might result from the blurring in certain wavelength bands due to
modulation transfer functions (MTFs) of the filters or chromatic aberration of the lens. In general,
spectral reproductions were poor in texture and details because of the diffuse lighting geometry
used when capturing the spectral images.




In this chapter, we review some basic concepts and definitions in color reproduction, camera imag-
ing pipelines, and fine art reproduction and put our research in context. Fine art reproduction refers
to the archiving of artwork in the form of hard copy (i.e. prints) and soft copy (i.e. digital images).
With advances in digital imaging, film cameras have gradually been replaced by digital counter-
parts in museums for archiving and preservation of culture heritage. In the thesis, we focus on (1)
evaluating and improving current RGB workflows for fine art reproductions in museums, and (2)
recovering the spectral reflectance of paintings using off-the-shelf components under commonly
available lighting conditions. Before discussing fine art reproduction, definitions and terminolo-
gies in color reproduction and camera imaging pipelines are introduced.
2.1 Color Reproduction
Fine art paintings are usually reproduced to entertain, to provide easy access to art, and to better
archive cultural heritage. An accurate reproduction of artwork is desirable in order to faithfully
represent the aesthetics of the original. Color and texture, among other attributes, are often used
to evaluate the image quality of reproductions of fine art. In the thesis, we focus on the color
reproduction of artwork. Color is a function of light source, the surface property of the object, and
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Figure 2.1: The 1931 2-degree color matching functions.




Ck(λ)P (λ)R(λ) dλ, k = R,G,B. (2.1)
where Ik is the tristimulus value in the CIE XYZ space [93], and k is red, green or blue. Ck(λ) is
the kth channel of color matching functions of our visual system ([x̄(λ), ȳ(λ), z̄(λ)]), P (λ) is the
spectral power distribution of the light source, and R(λ) is the spectral reflectance of the object.
The discrete matrix form of Equation (2.1) becomes Equation (2.2),
I = CPR, (2.2)
where I = [X Y Z]′, C = [ [x̄(400nm), x̄(410nm), ..., x̄(720nm)]′, [ ȳ(400nm), ȳ(410nm), ...,
ȳ(720nm)]′, [z̄(400nm), z̄(410nm),..., z̄(720nm)]′ ]′, P = diag[P (400nm), P (410nm), ...,
P (720nm)], and R = [R(400nm), R(410nm), ..., R(720nm)]′. [X Y Z]′ is the transpose of
[X Y Z].
The color matching functions (Ck(λ) in Equation (2.1)) [94, 95] describe how sensitive our vi-
sual system is to light at different wavelengths in the visible wavelength range (i.e. [400, 720]nm).
Color matching functions are sometimes referred to as standard observers, implying that the color
matching functions are the average of a population of observers. Two standard observers are de-
fined: 1931 CIE Standard Observer (2-degree) and 1964 CIE Standard Observer (10-degree). The
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2-degree Observer is for a smaller angle of vision (about 2 degree), while the 10-degree Observer
is used when stimuli subtend a much larger visual angle [96]. The differences in the two standard
observers result from the fact that our color vision may be different when only the fovea (the cen-
tral region on the retina) is used. While 10-degree Standard Observer is more recently developed
based on a large dataset of observers, 2-degree Observer is more widely used, Figure 2.1.
Color matching functions are derived by Guild [97] and by Wright [98] using broadband pri-
maries and monochromatic light respectively. They are then transformed to the CIE XYZ system
to incorporate the luminosity function, V (λ) and to remove the negative lobes in the color match-
ing functions for computation simplicity. More information on the derivation of color matching
functions can be found in [99, 96, 84].
The reflectance is also a function of the incident light and viewing angle (Bidirectional Re-
flectance Distribution Function). However, in the thesis, we assume the scene is near-Lambertian,
thus being invariant to the viewing and lighting geometry. The spectral reflectance, R(λ) in Equa-
tion (2.1), is the ratio of the radiant flux reflected in the directions bounded by a given cone with
the apex at a point of the surface under test to that reflected in the same directions by a prefect





whereN(λ) andNw(λ) are the reflectance of the object and of the PRD at wavelength λ, and z(λ)
is the dark current. Spectral reflectance can be measured using spectrophotometer. Depending on
the geometry (i.e. 45◦/0◦) of the spectrophotometer, specular reflectance may be discarded. The
spectral reflectance of natural objects can be represented with lower dimensions [101, 56, 102] by
Equation (2.4).
R(λ) = Bk(λ)σk. (2.4)
where [Bk(400nm), Bk(410nm), ... Bk(720nm)] is the kth basis vector, and σk is the kth co-
efficient. Six to eight basis vectors are generally enough to account for the variance for natural
objects (k ≤ 8). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [103] is usually used to obtain the basis
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vectors in Equation (2.4).
The spectral power distribution of the light (P (λ) in Equation (2.1) can be measured by a
spectrometer, and it is usually normalized to be 1 at 560nm. Some examples of light sources
are shown in Figure 2.2. Daylight is one of the most commonly available light sources, and it
varies with time of the day, season of the year, and geographical locations as shown in Figure 2.3.
Despite of its variety, daylight can be well described using a single parameter, correlated color
temperature (CCT) [104] by Equation (2.5),
P (λ, t) = P̄ (λ) +M1(t)V1(λ) +M2(t)V2(λ) (2.5)
where M1 and M2 are functions of CCT, t. P̄ = [P̄ (400nm), P̄ (410nm), ..., P̄ (720nm)] is
the average daylight spectrum, and V1 = [V1(400nm), V1(410nm), ..., V1(720nm)] and V2 =
[V2(400nm), V2(410nm), ..., V2(720nm)] are the characteristic vectors of daylight.
Based on Equation (2.2), a color match between the reproduction and the original can be
described for each pixel by
I1 = I2, (2.6)
where I1 = CPR1, I2 = CPR2, P is the illuminant and R1 and R2 are the reflectance of the
original and reproduction. If C is the color matching function of our visual system, I1 ([X Y Z]′1)
and I2 ([X Y Z]′2) are the tristimulus values in CIEXYZ space [93]. While an exact match in
tristimulus values is ideal, it is too demanding and unnecessary in most applications, as our eyes
may not be able to differentiate small color difference. Therefore, color metrics are developed
to measure the perceivable color difference [105, 19, 96]. In addition, the CIEXYZ space is not
perceptually uniform. That is, the distance between a pair of tristimulus values does not correspond
to their perceptual difference in color uniformly. A number of more perceptually uniform color
spaces have been proposed, i.e. CIELAB [105], CIELUV [99], IPT [106], and so forth. Given the
purpose of the thesis and space limit, CIELAB is introduced briefly here, and more information
on perceptually uniform color space can be found in [99, 96, 84].
CIELAB is designed to be more perceptually uniform than CIEXYZ, and it is based on the





















Figure 2.2: The spectral power distribution of some commonly available lighting: daylight, tung-
sten light, fluorescent light, and camera flash.



























Figure 2.3: The spectral power distribution of daylight at different time of the day measured in
August, 2012 in Rochester, NY.
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root transformation of tristimulus values to mimic the nonlinear human visual response. The three
dimensions, L∗, a∗, and b∗, are defined as lightness, redness-greenness, and yellowness-blueness
by Equation (2.7), when YYw ,
X
Xw
, and ZZw are greater than or equal to 0.008856,
L∗ = 116( YYw )
1/3 − 16,
a∗ = 500[( XXw )
1/3 − ( YYw )
1/3],
b∗ = 200[( YYw )
1/3 − ( ZZw )
1/3].
(2.7)
where [XY Z] is the tristimulus triplet, and [XwYwZw] is the white point tristimulus. Chroma and
hue are defined accordingly in the CIELAB space by Equation (2.8), and( 2.9),
C∗ =
√





Given two colors, [L∗ a∗ b∗]1 and [L∗ a∗ b∗]2, the color difference, ∆Eab, is just the Euclidean
distance between them by Equation (2.10),
∆Eab =
√
(∆L)2 + (∆a)2 + (∆b)2 . (2.10)
where ∆L = L∗1 − L∗2, ∆a = a∗1 − a∗2, and ∆b = b∗1 − b∗2. ∆Eab can also be expressed using
chroma and hue by Equation (2.11),
∆Eab =
√
(∆L)2 + (∆C)2 + (∆H)2 . (2.11)
where ∆C = C∗1 − C∗2 and ∆H = H∗1 − H∗2 . The relationships between ∆H , ∆C and ∆h
can be visualized in Figure 2.4. ∆Eab is widely used to measure color tolerance for its improved
perceptual uniformity compared to CIEXYZ and simplicity. However, for more critical color
applications, CIELAB still suffers from some non-uniformity, i.e. color difference of a highly
chromatic pair is less distinguishable than that between a pair of colors of low chroma. The color
difference equation by Equation (2.11) is indiscriminate to the position of the color in the CIELAB









Figure 2.4: The geometrical representation of ∆H , ∆C and ∆h in the CIELAB space.
coordinates, thus being unable to fully match with our visual perception. More advanced metrics
have been proposed to overcome the limit of CIELAB [19, 96]. A general form of these color

















where ∆L, ∆C, and ∆H are the differences in lightness, chroma and hue respectively. SL,
SC , and SH are the weighting functions mainly used to improve the perceptual uniformity of
the CIELAB color space. More complex color difference metrics are developed based on Equa-
tion (2.12). For example, CIEDE2000 (∆E00) is able to correlate even better with the perceptual
color difference by including an interactive term to improve the performance for blue colors, and
a scaling factor for CIELAB a* scale for improving the performance for gray colors [19]. More
details of CIEDE2000 can be found in [19].
The color difference metrics are derived from simple color patches. When images are con-
cerned, color difference alone may be insufficient to tell the perceptual difference between images,
because of its lack of spatial considerations. For example, a halftone image may be very different
from a full-tone image at pixel level. However, when viewed at a certain distance, they look the
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Figure 2.5: The measurement of the contrast sensitivity function (CSF) using Gabor patterns at
certain frequency (cycles/degree).
same visually. Contrast sensitivity function (CSF) [107, 108], describing the sensitivity of our
eyes at different spatial frequency (cycles/degree) is therefore used to filter out details that we can
hardly distinguish at a certain distance. Image difference models [109, 110] are built by including
CSF when dealing with perceptual image quality. The CSF differs for chromatic and achromatic
scenes. The CSF for the lightness channel is a bandpass function, while that for the chromatic
channels are lowpass functions [111]. The CSF can be measured by measuring the threshold for
detecting the grating patterns at different spatial frequencies.
2.2 Camera Imaging Pipeline
With the advance in digital imaging techniques, cameras have been more and more widely used
in museums to reproduce fine art. The image formation model for cameras can be simplified by
Equation (2.1) and by replacing the human color matching functions with the camera spectral
sensitivity. For cameras to perceive colors, a thin layer of color filters, Bayer pattern [112], is
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(a) Bayer Patten (b) Camera Spectral Sensitivity
Figure 2.6: (a) The Bayer pattern (GRBG) and (b) the camera spectral sensitivity
positioned on top of a square grid of photosensors (CCD or CMOS) as shown in Figure 2.6 (a).
When taking a picture, only red, green or blue signal is available at each pixel. To get a full-
resolution color image, interpolations are performed between neighboring pixels (demosaicing).
Artifacts may arise depending on the scene content and the demosaicing algorithm. The spectral
sensitivity of the photosensor and the colored mask together form the camera spectral sensitivity
as shown in Figure 2.6 (b). The knowledge of camera spectral sensitivity is useful for many
applications, i.e. spectral imaging, color constancy, and scene understanding. Color accuracy of
the camera can be evaluated by testing the Luther condition [113] of the camera. We explore
the space of camera spectral sensitivity in Chapter 7 to get a better idea of the camera spectral
sensitivity and its impact.
A typical camera pipeline is in Figure 2.7. When an image is taken by a camera, the raw data
(input DC in Figure 2.7) is obtained by Equation (2.1). Dark current is subtracted to remove the
dark current noise and bias1 in the image. Dark current noise can be estimated by taking a picture
with lens cap on. If the exposure time is long (i.e. an hour), dark current needs to be estimated
using the same exposure time as the picture, as dark current is linear with the exposure time [114]
1Bias is the digital counts on the sensor with zero exposure time.
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Denoising





































Figure 2.7: A typical pipeline of imaging processing for digital cameras. A picture taken with lens
cap on is subtracted from the input digital counts (DC) to remove the dark current (and the bias).
Demosaicing is performed to get red, green and blue signals for each pixel, given that each pixel
has only one signal. White balancing is performed to adapt to the white point of the scene (i.e. Grey
world assumption). A linear transformation (M3×3) is used to convert from camera RGB space
to device-independent color space (i.e. sRGB), and gamma is applied to simulate human visual
response. Images may be post-processed (i.e. sharpening) depending on camera manufacturers
and scene content. Denoising may be performed not only in one but several places in the pipeline
to remove noise.
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Figure 2.8: Dark current as a function of exposure time and temperature. The sensor is a Kodak
KAF-402E CCD [116]. Measurements are taken when the CCD is properly cooled or left at
room temperature (Uncooled). Bias is removed when plotted. The slope difference is due to the
temperature of the CCD. The lower the temperature of the CCD, the lower the increase of the dark
current over time.
as shown in Figure 2.8. Dark current is also a function of temperature [115]. However, in general,
dark current is assumed to be a constant unless temperature fluctuates a lot or the exposure time is
long.
Demosaicing is performed to get red, green and blue signals for each pixel by interpolating sig-
nals on neighboring pixels. Pixel-doubling, bilinear, Gradient-based interpolation are commonly
used for demosaicing [117, 118, 119].
Auto white balancing (AWB) is used in the next step to adapt the picture to the scene white
point. While humans adapt to the white point of the scene unconsciously, cameras do not have
such capability. The ability to discount the illuminant and still perceive that the object remains
the same color is referred to as chromatic adaption [84]. For example, when seeing a white paper
under a tungsten light, we perceive it as whitish even though the physical measurements may
suggest it as yellowish. On the other hand, the yellowish paper in the captured picture by the
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camera is ambiguous: the yellowish appearance may result from a yellowish tungsten lighting, or
the paper itself (a yellowish paper). The fundamental difficulty in AWB thus becomes learning
the light source information from a single picture. Methods exploiting the natural image statistics,
such as Grey World Assumption, are used for AWB. Gamut-based algorithms [120, 121], and
example-based methods [79] are used for estimation of the illuminant of the scene.
The next step in the pipeline is to convert from camera raw RGB to a device-independent
color space, i.e. sRGB [122] or AdobeRGB [123]. The gamma correction is to mimic human
visual response. Post-processing may be included (i.e. to sharpen the image) at the end of the
pipeline, and parameters used are usually saved in the metadata embedded in the image file.
Depending on the application, the raw digital counts or the output image through the pipeline
is used. In applications such as scene understanding, identification or classification based on
radiance, the raw input is usually preferred (Chapter 6 and 7). On the other hand, for high-level
machine learning applications (Chapter 5), the output color image rather than the raw data is
generally used for simplicity.
Specifically, for fine art reproduction, most of the automatic functions (i.e. auto white balance)
of the camera are disabled in order to have more control over the imaging system. Due to the
imperfections of imaging system, noise is almost inevitably present in the captured images. A
dark frame is subtracted to remove dark current noise and bias. Flat-fielding is usually included to
white balance the image, to remove the fixed-pattern noise and the non-uniformity of the lighting.
Multiple shots are taken to get rid of the random noise in the image. Test targets, i.e. Macbeth
ColorChecker are usually captured with the artwork for camera characterization or color correction
later on. Paint patch targets similar to the colorants used in the painting are included for better
performance [2].
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2.3 Fine Art Reproduction
Fine art reproduction is to make digital surrogates of the original. In order to faithfully represent
the original, reproductions are made to be as close to the original as possible. The current work-
flow of fine art reproduction is discussed in Chapter 1 and shown in Figure 1.3. One of the main
difficulties that limits the performance of the workflow is visual editing and retouching. That is,
the global and local adjustments made by observers to improve the color accuracy of the repro-
duction. As visual editing has to be performed individually on each painting, the efficiency of the
workflow is significantly lowered. Berns and Frey [1] highlighted the importance of automation
in the construction of reliable digital surrogates in museums. Mudge et al. [14] suggested that the
automation represents a possibility for consistent, reproducible workflows for fine art reproduc-
tion. We propose methods to (1) improve the current RGB workflow by automating visual editing
and retouching, and (2) do lightweight spectral imaging. These methods are related to a variety
of research areas: image quality assessment, chromatic adaptation, machine learning (exemplar-
based methods), spectral imaging, and camera spectral sensitivity as shown in Figure 2.9. These
areas are covered in the following sections.
Image Quality Assessment Perceived image quality is usually evaluated with the presence of
the original (if the original is available). Color fidelity, among others, is one of the most important
criterion. However, it is generally the situation that people experience fine art reproduction without
the original artwork available for direct comparison [37]. For example, the wide availability of the
Internet allows art lovers to access fine art reproduction on their own display through the Internet.
However, they usually do not have the original at the same time. Whether the perceived image
quality of fine art reproduction viewed in uncontrolled viewing conditions can be assured has not
been investigated thoroughly. To address the unknown, we design three experiments to understand
(1) the impact of the original on the perceived image quality and (2) the impact of the viewing
conditions on the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction:
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Figure 2.9: Related areas of fine art reproduction. Visual editing and retouching refer to the
global and local color adjustments to the reproduction to match with the original more closely. It
is heavily relied on in current workflows of fine art reproduction. The process of visual editing
and retouching is labor-intensive and time-consuming because it has to be performed on each
individual painting by an expert in museums. In the thesis, we evaluate the underlying reasons for
visual editing and propose to improve the workflow by (1) automating the visual editing in current
RGB workflows and by (2) spectral imaging under commonly available lighting conditions. The
related areas include image quality assessment, chromatic adaptation, exemplar-based models,
spectral imaging and camera spectral sensitivity.
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• The original is in the light booth and it is viewed side-by-side with the reproduction on a
characterized display in a laboratory environment.
• The original is absent, and the reproduction is shown on a characterized display for image
quality evaluation in a laboratory environment.
• A web-based experiment is conducted, and observers evaluate the perceived image quality
of fine art reproduction through the Internet (in an uncontrolled environment).
In Chapter 3, we evaluate the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction under these
conditions. The reproductions are made by sixteen participating museums, i.e. The Metropolitan
Museum of Art, Art Institute of Chicago, and so forth (A full list of the participating museums can
be found in [2]).
The method of paired-comparison [124] is used to determine relationships between subjects’
responses for which there are no scaled physical dimensions. It becomes similar to the method
of constant stimuli when used in comparing stimuli which are physically measurable [125]. The
method of paired-comparison is preferred when (1) the stimuli need to be judged primarily sub-
jectively, and (2) the difference between a pair of stimuli is small [45].
Chromatic Adaption Transforms The captured images off the camera are usually converted to
the sRGB [122] or AdobeRGB [123] color space, whose white point is CIE D65 by default. On
the other hand, when reproductions are viewed on a display for visual editing and retouching, the
display white point is usually set to be CIE D50 because CIE D50 has been traditionally used for
soft proofing. To properly display the image, a chromatic adaptation transform (CAT) is used to
take care of the difference in the white point.
We propose to improve the workflow by evaluating three state-of-the-art CATs, Chapter 4. We
compare the images after visual editing by experts with the output of the CAT models. The model
that overall matches with the images adjusted by observers most closely can be used as a more
ideal starting point before any adjustments are made.
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Chromatic adaptation refers to the largely independent sensitivity regulation of the mecha-
nisms of color vision, and it is often considered to be independent changes in responsivity of the
three types of cone photoreceptors [84]. Modern CAT models are generally based on the Von










where MA is a 3x3 matrix used to convert from XYZ color space to a cone response domain,
i.e. relative cone responses (LMS) space. The subscript d and s in Equation (2.13) refer to the





































are the target and source
white point. Equation (2.13) and (2.14) are the mathematical representations of von Kries’ state-
ment that ‘each is fatigued or adapted exclusively according to its own function’ [84].
When MA is a diagonal matrix with all ‘1’s on the diagonal and ‘0’s elsewhere, the trans-
formation by Equation (2.13) is in XYZ space, thus referred to as XYZ scaling. The Bradford







More advanced CATs have been developed, such as Fairchild92 [84], and CAT02 [90, 84] to
account for more complex mechanisms, i.e. incomplete chromatic adaptation.
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Exemplar-based Methods The exemplar-based method is a machine learning technique to ad-
dress the new object (i.e. an incoming image) by matching with existing objects in the training
database. It has been used for super-resolution [74], color constancy [79], and image enhance-
ment [29].
In current workflows of fine art reproduction, visual editing and retouching is used to improve
the color accuracy of the reproduction. As visual editing has to be performed on each painting
individually by an expert in museums, it is both time-consuming and labor-intensive. We propose
to create a database of visual editing and retouching on paintings by experts. Given an incoming
image, it is matched to a similar image in the database based on a learned distance metric. The
adjustments of the matched image is applied to the incoming painting, thus avoiding visual editing
and retouching manually by experts (Chapter 5).
Spectral Imaging The current workflows of fine art reproduction aim at metameric match be-
tween the original and reproduction at best because of the RGB acquisition of the painting. The
metameric match is vulnerable to changes in lighting conditions. On the other hand, spectral imag-
ing of paintings allows reproductions to match with the original in color under almost any lighting
conditions. Many previous studies are on spectral imaging for digital archiving. Usually they
are implemented with multiple filters [67, 6, 4] or controlled illumination [3, 7, 51]. Instead, we
propose to recover the scene spectra under commonly available lighting conditions (i.e. daylight)
in Chapter 6. Given the wide variety of everyday lighting, we also investigate (1) which lighting
condition overall provides the most accurate spectral recovery, and (2) given a lighting condition,
which reflectance is likely to be estimated more accurately.
Camera Spectral Sensitivity The underlying reason for visual editing is that images off the
camera look different in color from the original. Experts thus have to make adjustments to im-
prove the color accuracy. One of the inherent causes of the mismatch in color is that the camera
does not satisfy the Luther condition [113]; that is, the camera spectral sensitivity is not a close
linear approximation of our color matching functions. We collect a database of cameras including
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DSLRs, point-and-shoot cameras, machine vision cameras, and smartphone cameras. We analyze
the space of camera spectral sensitivity, and evaluate the Luther condition in Chapter 7.
3
Evaluating the Image Quality of Fine
Art Reproductions
In this chapter, we report results on the perceived image quality of fine art reproductions evaluated
with and without the presence of the original in a controlled environment and on the Internet. We
found the color accuracy of the reproduction to be highly correlated with the subjective rankings
by observers only when the original is present and the reproduction is viewed on a characterized
display. We conducted a web-based experiment to learn more about how image quality is evaluated
in an uncontrolled environment, and found that viewing conditions have little impact on image
quality evaluated based on preference.
3.1 Introduction
As we discussed in Chapter 1, traditionally, fine art reproductions are evaluated with the origi-
nal and accuracy is used primarily for quality inspection. However, the proliferation of digital
images of works of art created in museums has dramatically changed access to the collections.
The availability of the Internet nowadays enables patrons from almost anywhere in the world to
browse the holdings of museums. It is generally the situation that people experience fine art repro-
34
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ductions without the original artwork available for direct comparison [37]. Therefore, it is more
likely that the reproductions are evaluated not only in a carefully calibrated environment, but also
in uncontrolled viewing conditions.
A project is thus conducted to learn (1) the impact of the original on the perceived image
quality, and (2) the impact of the viewing conditions (controlled and uncontrolled) on the perceived
image quality of fine art reproductions. Three experiments are designed with artwork imaged by
sixteen participating institutions (a full list of the participating museums can be found in [2]).
Observers were asked to rank the fine art reproductions on a characterized display either with or
without the presence of the originals to learn the impact of the original on how people assess the
image quality of fine art reproduction. A low correlation was found between the rankings of image
quality of reproductions in the experiment with and without the originals indicating a shift in the
criterion in image quality evaluation.
A web-based experiment (without the original) was designed in order to better understand the
impact of viewing conditions on image quality evaluation. A significantly high correlation was
found between the results from the controlled experiment without the original and from the web-
based experiment. Therefore, viewing conditions have little impact on the preference judgment of
perceived image quality. In addition, the areas that were considered most important by observers
in making ranking decisions were identifiable by observers’ clicks on the image in the web-based
experiment. By understanding the part of the paintings to which more attention is drawn, infor-
mation regarding the image saliency could be learned.
3.2 Experimental Methods
Six paintings (Aquatint, Bridge, Daisy, Firelight, Mountain and Photo in Appendix. 10.2) varying
widely in color and texture were selected and sent to sixteen museums to make reproductions (the
name of the participating museums can be found in [2]). The reproductions were captured and
edited based on the workflow of each museum.
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The method of paired-comparison [124] is used because (1) no meaningful absolute measure-
ments are available for image quality evaluation, (2) the display can not fit reproductions from all
sixteen museums for ranking, and (2) the difference between the reproductions may be small.





comparisons are needed between
n reproductions of m image (each reproduction is compared to the rest of the reproductions of
the same painting only once but not to itself). With sixteen reproductions and six test images,





= 720 for one observer. Usually it takes about ten
seconds at least to make a pairwise comparison decision, and therefore the whole experiment will
take about two hours to complete, too long for observers to stay engaged during the whole session.
An adaptive form of paired comparison is therefore used to improve efficiency as shown in
Figure 3.1. For example, to rank reproductions 1 through 4, comparisons between 1 and 2, and
between 3 and 4 are made first. Based on the rules on the right in Figure 3.1, 1 is considered better
than 2, and 4 better than 3. Therefore, both 1 and 4 are moved to the front, with 2 and 3 near the
end of the rank. Similarly, the ranks of 1 and 4, and those of 2 and 3 are interchanged based on
the next rule in Figure 3.1. So far all the neighboring reproductions have been compared except
between 1 and 3. Therefore, they are compared next and shifted in rank according to the rule
(3 > 1). While 2 and 4 have not been compared yet, their relative positions are determined by the
transitive relations given 4 > 1 and 1 > 2. The idea can be generalized with more reproductions.
In the experiment, the preliminary ranks of the sixteen reproductions are found after a few
rounds of comparisons with further comparisons made between neighboring reproductions. The
process will not end until the ranks of all the reproductions are determined either by the compar-
isons made by the observer or by the transitive relations based on the existing rules. By using the
adaptive form of paired comparison, the number of comparisons is reduced to around 40 for each
image, and the whole experiment takes one-third of its original time, about 30 to 40 minutes to
complete.
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1 2 3 4
1 4 2 3
4 1 3 2
4 3 1 2
1>2,  4>3    
4>1,  3>2    
3>1
Figure 3.1: The adaptive form of a paired-comparison experiment.
3.3 Experimental Setup
Three experiments were conducted to investigate (1) the impact of the original on the perceived
image quality, and (2) the impact of the viewing conditions of the perceived image quality of fine
art reproduction. The first two experiments were performed on a characterized display in Munsell
Color Science Laboratory (MCSL). The main difference is that the original artwork was available
in the first experiment but not in the second one. The third experiment was run online in order to
evaluate the image quality of fine art reproductions in an uncontrolled environment.
Ranking Experiment with the Originals in the MCSL The experimental setup is shown in
Figure 3.2. Both the soft copy images on the display and the original artwork in the light booth
can be viewed side-by-side simultaneously by observers. During the experiment, observers were
instructed to click on the image on the display that represented the original better.
A 30-inch Apple Cinema Display was used for showing softcopy reproductions, and an LMT
1210 colorimeter was used to characterize the display [126] in Figure 3.3. The display was ad-
justed to have D65 white point and native gamma (2.2). Display luminance was adjusted to match
with those of the light booth by using a Halon perfect reflecting diffuser (PRD). Additionally,
the luminance and chromaticity of the background of the light booth were measured using a
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Figure 3.2: The experimental setup for the paired-comparison experiment. Observers were asked
to choose either reproduction on the display that matches with the original in the light booth more
closely. Both the display and light booth white point are CIE D65.
Figure 3.3: The experimental setup to characterize the display based on [126]. The color man-
agement and screen savers are turned off before the characterization. The colorimeter is used to
measure the tristimulus values of the patch shown on the display. During the experiment, the room
is darkened with only the display on.
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PhotoResearch-650 spectroradiometer. The background of the software interface was adjusted
to match these settings. The colorimetric performance of the display was evaluated. The mean
and max color differences (CIEDE2000 [19]) were 1.4 and 2.2, respectively.
Software interfaces were developed in Matlab on the extension provided by the high-level
Psychophysics Toolbox [127]. Twenty-four observers participated in the experiment, fourteen
of whom identified themselves as experts (curators, publishers, photographers, e.g.). Their ages
range from mid-20s to early-60s.
Ranking Experiment without the Originals in the MCSL The setup for the experiment is
almost the same as the previous one shown in Figure 3.2 except that the light booth and originals
were absent during the experiment. The instructions were changed accordingly, and observers
were asked to choose the preferred image on the display.
Fourteen observers from early-20s to early-50s completed the experiment without the presence
of the original. Among them, five participants were experts working in the field of artwork repro-
duction. Four participants were shown the originals briefly prior to the experiment, while the rest
are observers who had participated in the experiment with the original conducted approximately
two months earlier. Therefore, all the observers had witnessed the original artwork, but some had
fresher memory of the originals appearance.
Web-based Ranking Experiment without the Originals A web application is designed to al-
low the test of fine art reproductions in an uncontrolled environment by observers from almost
anywhere with little constraints on test conditions, as long as reasonable Internet speed and a web
browser are available. The main interface of the web-based application is shown in Figure 3.4.
During the experiment, observers were asked to pick their preferred image. In addition, they were
also asked to click in the area of the image that most influenced their decisions.
Ninety-five observers participated in the online experiment, with about an equal number of
male and female participants, whose ages ranged from 20 to 65. Observers were mostly people
working or studying in the field of fine art. Some observers in the previous experiments also
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(a) welcome Interface (b) paired-comparison Interface
Figure 3.4: The web-based ranking experiment. (a) The welcome interface. (b) The paired-
comparison interface. Observers were asked to pick their preferred image. In addition, they were
also asked to click in the area of the image that most influenced their decisions.
participated in the web-based experiment. A questionnaire was designed to learn more about the
viewing conditions on observers’ side. The display size ranged widely from 13 to 30 inch. About
two-thirds of the people used Macintosh operating system when participating in the experiment.
The vast majority of observers completed the experiment either in Firefox or Safari, with a few
using Internet Explorer or Google Chrome.
Figure 3.5: The measurement of the spectral reflectance factor at corresponding areas on the
painting and reproductions to calculate the color difference.
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One of the sixteen reproductions used in the first two experiments was replaced by a repro-
duction that was ranked well in a separate hard copy experiment [37] to see whether its soft copy
counterpart is preferred by observers. As a result, when the analysis is done across all three ex-
periments, the image that was replaced and the one included to replace that image were both
excluded.
The web software is built in Java in Eclipse. Tomcat is used as web server and MySQL as
database. iWeb is used to design user interfaces.
3.4 Results
Predictability of the Rankings with the Original To quantify the color accuracy, hard copy
prints were made from the soft copy reproduction provided by participating museums in the Print-
ing Application Laboratory (PAL) in Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT). The accuracy in
the color reproduction of the hard copy is highly dependent on the quality of the soft copy images
because (1) all the reproductions were printed by the same process in PAL, and (2) the quality
control at PAL is reasonably good. The reflectance factors at selected locations on the hard copy
reproductions and on the originals were measured as shown in Figure 3.5. The color differences
(∆E00 [19]) were calculated between the reproduction and original (CIE D65 and 1931 2-degree
Standard Observer) and used as an indicator of color accuracy.
To get the rank of the painting, the probability that one reproduction was selected over another





where n(i, j) is the number of times that the ith reproduction is chosen to be better than the jth re-
production by observers, and n is the total number of comparisons involving the ith reproduction.





, j 6= i (3.2)
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(a) Ranking results vs. color difference (b) Aquatint
Figure 3.6: The ranking results of Aquatint (b) by observers (with the original) against the color
difference between the reproductions (prints) and the original. Except for Reproduction 3, all the
rest of the data points scatter along the fitted red line, suggesting a linear relationship between the
color accuracy and ranking results by observers. The negative slope indicates that the greater the
color difference between the original and the reproduction, the worse it is ranked by observers.
z(i, j) = F−1(p(i, j)|µ, σ), µ = 0 and σ = 1. (3.3)





2 dt. Aquatint (Figure 10.2) is shown in Figure 3.6
as an example.
In Figure 3.6, the y-axis is the z score converted from the ranking data, and the x-axis is the
mean color difference. The greater the z score, the better the reproduction is ranked. Simple linear
regression is used to fit the data. Most of the data points scatter along the fitted line indicating
that the color difference on the corresponding hard copy serves as a reasonably good predictor of
ranking results of the image quality of the soft copy by human observers (the p-value for the color
difference predictor is close to zero, and the R2adj is 66.3%). The negative slope of the fitted line
suggests that the greater the color difference between the reproduction and the original, the worse
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average (w/o the 3rd)
3rd reproduction
Figure 3.7: The lightness histogram for Aquatint. The red curve is the lightness distribution of the
3rd reproduction, and the blue curve is the average lightness distribution of all sixteen reproduc-
tions except the third one. The 3rd reproduction appears lighter than other reproductions.
the reproduction is ranked by observers.
The 3rd reproduction (in the circle) in Figure 3.6 seems to be an outlier . It is ranked the worst
while its color difference is not horribly large. After close inspection, the 3rd reproduction of
Aquatint has a much lighter appearance, which might result from an over-boost of lightness dur-
ing visual editing in the museum. To verify this, the lightness histograms of the 3rd reproduction
and the average of the rest are shown in Figure 3.7.
In Figure 3.7, the lightness distribution of the 3rd reproduction is much more skewed to
the right in agreement with its much lighter appearance. The lightness difference between the
hard copy reproduction and the original, ∆L∗ is therefore included to improve the model. For
Aquatint, more variance can be explained by having ∆L∗ in addition to the color difference
in the model as R2adj increases from 66.3% to 84.8% (both ∆E00 and ∆L
∗ are significant with
p-value less than 0.05).
For all test images, the color difference predictor, ∆E00, is found significant in predicting the
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ranking results in the experiment with the original suggesting that one of the important criteria
used by observers to evaluate the image quality of fine art reproductions is colorimetric accuracy.
Predictability of the Rankings without the Original Both ranking experiments with and with-
out the original were carried out on the same characterized display. The relationship between the
rankings without the original and ∆E00 is also examined. For all the paintings except Moun-
tain, ∆E00 is found insignificant (p-value greater than 0.05) and the R2adj very small indicating
an overall lack of correlation between the ranking results obtained without the original and the
colorimetric accuracy of reproductions.
The extremely low predictability was not beyond expectation. First, the originals were ex-
cluded intentionally in the experiment thus making it impossible for direct comparison. Secondly,
despite the fact that some observers witnessed the paintings right before the experiment, their re-
sults were not significantly different from those who attended the experiment but had seen the
originals weeks before. Therefore, color memory is either unreliable or irrelevant where critical
judgments on color are made.
The only exception is Mountain (Figure 10.11), and further analysis is made in Figure 3.8.
The ∆E00 of the 5th reproduction is far greater than the rest thus making it least preferable even
when the original was absent. In Figure 3.8, the 5th reproduction is an influential point [128]. If
it is removed, color difference (∆E00) would be insignificant (p-value: 0.109), and the fitted line
would become almost horizontal indicating little correlation between the rankings in the experi-
ment without the original and the color difference.
In the web-based experiment, observers participated in the experiment using their own displays
making it almost impossible to ensure accurate color reproduction of images. Therefore, color
accuracy is not used to quantify the ranking results from the web-based experiment.
Comparison of Rankings across All Three Experiments The rankings from all three experi-
ments are compared and contrasted. Given the ordinal nature of the ranking data, the Spearman ρ
correlation coefficients [129] were calculated across the three experiments for each image. For all
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(a) Ranking results vs. color difference (b) Mountain
























Figure 3.8: The ranking results of Mountain (b) by observers (without the original) against the
color difference between the reproductions (prints) and the original. The 5th reproduction is an
influential point [128]. If it is removed, the color difference, ∆E00, would be insignificant (p-
value: 0.109), and the fitted line would become almost horizontal indicating little correlation
between the rankings in the experiment without the original and the color difference.
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six images, ρ between the web-based rankings and those obtained without the original are highly
significant. An example is shown with Firelight (Figure 10.9) in Figure 3.9.
In Figure 3.9 (b), most data points align along the fitted line indicating a high correlation
between the ranks of images in the web-based experiment and those in the experiment without
the original (p-value: 0.001). On the other hand, in Figure 3.9 (a), the data points scatter around
(p-value: 0.89). For all test images, ρ between the web-based experiment and the experiment with
the original, and ρ between the experiment with and without the original are insignificant (p-value
greater than 0.05) except for Photo. For Photo, the p-value is near the borderline (p-value: 0.06
for correlation between the web-based experiment and the experiment with the original, and 0.04
for correlation between the experiment with and without the original).
Analysis of the Latent Structure in the Test Images Based on the rankings of images by
observers, the latent structure within the test images can be analyzed. The results are shown in
Figure 3.10 by clustering analysis [130]. When the originals are present, Daisy (Figure 10.6) is
ranked more closely to Aquatint (Figure 10.2) and Photo (Figure 10.15), both of which are of near-
neutral appearance in Figure 3.10 (a). However, in the web-based experiment, Daisy (Figure 10.6)
is ranked more closely to paintings of higher chroma in Figure 3.10 (b).
By comparing Figure 3.10 (a) and (b), the main difference is how Daisy is ranked with and
without the presence of the original (the dendrogram of the ranking results in the experiment
without the original is similar to Figure 3.10 (b) and therefore not plotted.). It might result from
the shift in criterion employed by observers to evaluate the perceived image quality. When the
original is present, observers can be reminded constantly about the whitish petals in the original
in the light booth. On the other hand, when the original is not there, reproductions of Daisy with
more chromatic yellowish petals become more preferred.
Areas (Colors)-of-Interest Clicked by Observers in the Web-based Experiment In order to
learn more about the ranking decisions made by observers in the web-based experiments, ob-
servers were asked specifically to click not only on the preferred image but also in the area that
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Figure 3.9: The correlation between the perceived image quality of Firelight (a) in the web-based
experiment and that in the controlled experiment with and without the original. Z score is calcu-
lated from the ranking results by observers. The greater the z score, the higher the reproduction
is ranked by observers. (b) When image quality is evaluated with the original, the ranking result
was irrelevant to that in the web-based experiment. The slope of the fitted line is not significantly
different from zero (p-value: 0.89). However, (c) the ranking result in the web-based experiment
is highly correlated with that in the controlled experiment without the original. The slope of the
fitted line is significantly different from zero (p-value: 0.001).
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(a) Experiment w/ the original (b) Web-based experiment
Figure 3.10: The clustering of the six paintings used in the experiment. (a) The dendrogram
of the ranking results in the experiment with the original. (b) The dendrogram of the ranking
results in the web-based experiment. The dengrogram of the ranking results without the original
in the controlled environment is similar to that in the web-based experiment, and therefore it is not
plotted.
contributed most to their pick between each pair of images. From the mouse clicks, regions-of-
interest are identified. User clicks are overlapped on Bridge in Figure 3.11 as an example. Since
the reproduction that is ranked best received more clicks than the rest, it is of most interest in
understanding which part of the image contributes most to the top rank.
For Bridge, the 4th, 8th, 9th and 12th reproduction are ranked the best and equally good among
sixteen reproductions. The 4th reproduction is shown in Figure 3.11 (a). Red dots are the mouse
clicks by observers. The pattern of red dots is too clustered to occur by chance. Besides, the
attention of observers was overwhelmingly drawn to the objects in the image, i.e. the bridge, in
Figure 3.11 (a). Moreover, the central part of the objects is highlighted much more by the red dots
than the boundaries of objects. However, if the edges of objects share similar colors to the areas
clicked by observers, accurate color reproductions of the edges would be important as well. To
verify this, both the areas clicked by observers (the red dots in Figure 3.11 (a)) and the pixels that
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(a) Bridge (b) Color-of-interest
Figure 3.11: The user clicks on the painting Bridge. (a) The areas that are clicked by observers
(red dots) indicate what contributed most to their ranking decisions in the web-based ranking
experiment. (b) The areas that are close in color to those selected by observers (red dots in (a)) are
overlaid on the painting.
are of similar colors to those clicked by observers are overlaid in Figure 3.11 (b).
In Figure 3.11 (b), the horizontal boundary between the sky and the bridge and that between the
bridge and water can be identified as they are not covered in red dots. By comparing Figure 3.11
(a) and (b), the ranking decisions made by observers are more likely to be influenced by the color
reproduction of objects (especially the central part of them) in the image. On the other hand, the
boundaries of objects in the image were of much less importance when preference judgments were
made by observers.
Similar results are found for the other images, except for Photo and Firelight, both of which
have human figures in the image. The user clicks on Firelight are shown in Figure 3.12 (a). User
clicks are clustered on the face of the lady in the painting. The intensity map of user clicks on
Firelight is shown in Figure 3.12 (b).
In Figure 3.12 (b), the color bar represents the number of user clicks on the image. The
warmer the color, the more clicks were made by observers in that area in the painting. Most of
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(a) User clicks (b) Intensity map
Figure 3.12: The user clicks on the painting Firelight. (a) The areas that are clicked by observers
indicate what contributed most to their ranking decisions of Firelight in the web-based ranking
experiment. (b) The intensity map of user clicks on Firelight. The user clicks on the cheek of the
lady in the painting is about three times more than those on other part of the painting, suggesting
the importance of skin tone reproduction.
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the areas are in blue, and the number of mouse clicks were fewer than six according to the color
bar. In Figure 3.12 (b), the number of clicks on the lady’s cheek was about three or four times
of that in other regions on the painting. Given the far higher priority of the lady’s face, whether
the color of human skin is reproduced pleasingly to observers determines the image quality of
the reproduction. A similar concentration of user clicks is found on the face of the lady in Photo
(Figure 10.15) as well.
3.5 Discussion
When the originals were available, the ranking data was found predictable by the mean color
difference measured at selected areas on the hard copy reproductions and on the originals. It
indicates the transferability of color accuracy from soft copy to hard copy reproductions. However,
the color difference metric became insignificant when image quality was evaluated without the
original. The difference may have resulted from the change in the criterion by observers when
evaluating the image quality with and without the original.
The rankings in the web-based experiment and that in the experiment without the original were
found highly correlated. Given the absence of originals in both experiments, a similar criterion,
image preference, was likely to be shared by observers when images were evaluated. Moreover,
the preference judgments by observers were not affected by display settings, lighting conditions,
and so forth, because of the wide range of displays used by observers participating in the web-
based experiment. Therefore, it is possible to evaluate the image quality based on user preference
through the Internet without the overhead of having a controlled viewing condition. By having
more observers, the biases introduced by the widely varying test conditions can be eliminated.
The areas-of-interest identified by user clicks on the images in the web-based experiment may
be predicted by Attention-guided [131] or saliency-based [132] models. Customizations to the
models may be needed, because the areas that most contribute to the pairwise comparisons may
not necessarily be the most conspicuous parts in the image. In future work, a model can be built
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to predict the areas on the images that best differentiate them from other similar images based on
the user-click data in the web-based experiment.
3.6 Conclusions
We conducted three experiments to investigate (1) the impact of the original on the perceived
image quality, and (2) the impact of the viewing conditions on the perceived image quality of fine
art reproduction. Color accuracy was highly correlated to the image quality of reproductions only
when the original was present and the reproduction was evaluated in a controlled environment.
A strong correlation was observed between the rankings in the web-based experiment and that
in the experiment without the original suggesting a lack of impact of viewing conditions on the
preference judgments on image quality.
4
Predicting Visual Editing and
Retouching by CATs
In Chapter 3, we studied the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction under different view-
ing conditions. In this chapter, we turn our focus to improving the current workflows of fine art
reproduction in museums by chromatic adaptation transforms.
4.1 Introduction
With the widespread adoption of digital imaging technologies, fine art reproduction is gradually
being made to be viewed on displays as well as on hard copy prints. However, the image quality
of the fine art reproduction varies widely depending on the workflows in museums as shown in
Figure 1.4. Visual editing and retouching (global and local color adjustments made by experts on
the reproductions) are used in many museums to improve the color accuracy, when the captured
images off the camera do not match with the original in color. Visual editing and retouching can be
rather time-consuming and labor-intensive greatly lowering the efficiency of the workflow of fine
art reproduction. We aim to reduce the visual editing by evaluating three state-of-the-art chromatic
adaptation models.
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The captured image of the painting is usually saved in the AdobeRGB [123] color space, whose
white point is CIE D65 by default. However, the image quality is usually evaluated under CIE D50
because of the convention of soft proofing. Therefore, a chromatic adaptation transform (CAT) is
usually performed before visual editing in order to take care of the difference in the white point
in the encoded color space of the image and the lighting condition for image quality evaluation.
Chromatic adaptation is the largely independent sensitivity regulation of the mechanisms of color
vision [84], and chromatic adaptation transforms (CATs) aim to accurately model the mechanism
of chromatic adaptation. In our work, we tested the state-of-the-art CATs and compared with the
images after visual editing by experts. The model that overall provides closest result to the images
adjusted by experts can be used as a closer starting point before any adjustments are made thus
reducing visual editing and retouching.
When perceiving a piece of paper under incandescent lighting, we see the paper as white.
However, if the chromaticity of the paper under the incandescent light is set as the display white
point, we will have a difficult time seeing the display color as white. As for hard copies, we are
more likely to discount the illuminant color while for self-luminous displays, we hardly fully adapt
to the white point if it is further away from that of natural daylight. Discounting the illuminant
refers to the cognitive ability of observers to interpret the colors of objects based on the illumi-
nated environment in which they are viewed [84]. While this cognitive mechanism relies on the
observers’ knowledge of the illuminant thus being inactive when viewing softcopy, sensory mech-
anism is always active as it automatically responds to the stimulus energy [84]. Modern chromatic
adaptation models are able to predict appearance matches across different media by accounting
for incomplete chromatic adaptation. As a result, cross-media color reproduction is facilitated by
using such calculations to predict color matches across different media and illumination condi-
tions [133].
In the experiment, three CATs: Bradford [84, 89], Fairchild92 [84, 92] and CAT02 [90, 84]
were selected to predict adjustments by observers. The Bradford transformation is essentially a
von Kries transformation with an additional exponential nonlinearity on the blue channel [84].
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In the experiment, the linearized Bradford transformation was included because it is the default
chromatic adaptation in the latest ICC profile specification [89]. The Bradford transformation
does not account for incomplete adaptation while the CAT02 and Fairchild92 models are linear in
nature, and both can predict incomplete adaptation. Another distinction is that the Bradford and
CAT02 models transform from tristimulus values to a spectrally sharpened cone space while the
Fairchild92 model converts to cone response directly by the Hunt-Pointer-Estevez (HPE) matrix.
The von Kries predictions obtained using sharpened responsivities tend to be more color constant
than von Kries predictions obtained using cone responsivities [84]. However, negative responsivity
at some wavelengths are found in spectrally sharpened cone space thus making it physiologically
implausible [84]. It is still under debate whether HPE or CAT02 matrices yield more accurate
prediction for chromatic adaptation [134].
4.2 Experiments
Figure 4.1: The experimental setup for visual editing and retouching. Both the display and light
booth white point are CIE D50. The display is characterized to ensure accurate color reproduc-
tion [126]. Observers were asked to adjust the image on the display to match with the original in
the light booth.
In the experiment, observers were asked to adjust the softcopy on the display to match the
original in the light booth, Figure 4.1. A 30-inch Apple Cinema Display was used for showing
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softcopy reproductions, and an LMT 1210 colorimeter was used to characterize the display [126].
The display was adjusted to have a white point of CIE D50 and native gamma (2.2). The CIE D50
light booth is used for showing the original. The characterization process is similar to Section 3.3.
Seventeen observers participated in the experiment, ranging in age from early 20s to mid-70s.
Most observers were working in the area of artwork reproduction in museums. Observers were
divided into two groups to adjust two different sets of images as it takes too long for an observer
to visually edit and retouch all six test images.
The first set included Daisy, Night Sky, Orchid, and Photo, and the second set included Orchid,
Bridge, Daisy, and Aquatint (The paintings can be found in Appendix. 10.2). The first image in
each set is used for training thus being excluded from the analysis. Source images were downsized
in Photoshop to fit the display. A chromatic adaptation was usually needed before showing the
images on the display if the white point of the source color space (AdobeRGB [123] in this case)
was different from display white point. However, in this experiment, the chromatic adaptation
was left unused. The chromatic adaptation model that predicts the adjustments by observer most
closely was to be investigated so that a closer starting point can be determined.
To compute the difference between the output of chromatic adaptation models and images
adjusted by experts, a color difference metric, ∆E00 [19], is used. Color difference metrics are
derived from datasets of simple color patches, and therefore they may be insufficient to tell the per-
ceptual difference between complex images. For example, an original and its halftone reproduc-
tion may look almost identical to each other, but calculating their color difference pixel-by-pixel
will greatly overestimate its perceptual difference.
To eliminate details in images that cannot be differentiated by human eyes due to spatial fre-
quency, a spatial extension to the CIELAB system, S-CIELAB [109] was used. An input image
is converted into one luminance and two chrominance color components. Each component image
was then passed through a spatial filter that was selected according to the spatial sensitivity of the
human eye for that color component. The final filtered images were transformed into XYZ format
so that the color difference equation can be applied [28].
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The mixed-effect analysis of variance (ANOVA) [135] was used to analyze the image dif-
ference. Several factors were identified: Chromatic Adaptation Transform (CAT), Observer, and
Image. CAT is a fixed treatment factor because the three levels (the Bradford, Fairchild92, and
CAT02 models) are of special interest. Observer is a random factor because the participants in the
experiment were not themselves of interest. Of more interest was how a large population of people
in museums make visual editing. Similarly, Image is supposed to be a random factor. However,
the number of images (three in each group) was not enough to represent the whole population of
images. A more reasonable alternative was to focus on these test images. All three main factors
and their two-way interactions were included in the full mathematical model. A 0.05 confidence
level was used to distinguish significant factors from redundant ones. The statistical analysis was
done in Minitab.
4.3 Visual Editing and Retouching
Visual editing and retouching refer to the global and local adjustments (i.e. on lightness, hue,
chroma, and so forth) made by people to match the reproduction more closely to the original.
In specific, visual editing are the changes to the whole image while retouching is to tune certain
colors in the image without affecting the rest.
4.3.1 Visual Editing
For visual editing, observers are able to adjust the overall image hue, contrast, lightness, chroma,
and sharpness by Equation (4.1),
C = (γa∗ , γb∗ , γL∗ , γC∗ab , α, s), (4.1)
where γa∗ and γb∗ are used to adjust the image hue by Equation (4.2) in Figure 4.2 (a), γL∗ and
γC∗ab are used to change image lightness and chroma by Equation (4.2), α is for contrast adjustment
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(a) Power function (b) Sigmoid function 
Figure 4.2: Functions for image adjustments. (a) The power function to adjust the image lightness,
chroma and hue, and (b) the sigmoid function to adjust contrast.
by Equation (4.3), and s is for sharpness adjustment using unsharp mask [117].
Iout = Iin
γ , (4.2)
Iin and Iout are the images (normalized between 0 and 1) before and after the adjustment,
and γ is the parameter for adjustments in Equation (4.2). Image hue is adjusted by Equation (4.2)





2 , if Iin < 0.5,
1− ((1−Iin)·2)
α
2 , if Iin >= 0.5,
(4.3)
where α is the parameter to adjust the contrast. The default value for the parameters in Equa-
tion (4.1) is 1, and Iout = Iin.
The hue adjustment interface is shown in Figure 4.3. Eight surrounding images are of the same
lightness and same increment in chroma from the central one but of different hue. The image hue
can be adjusted by clicking one of the surrounding images around the central image (current pick).
When one of the surrounding images is selected, the selected image appears in the center and all
the other surrounding images shift in hue based on the central image. Once the hue adjustments
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Figure 4.3: The user interface for hue adjustment. Observers are able to adjust the overall hue of
the image by clicking on one of the surrounding images around the current pick in the center. The
surrounding images are of different hue from the central image. The slider on the right is used to
adjust the chroma difference of the surrounding images from the image in the center.
are complete, observers can proceed to the global adjustment in Figure 4.4 where image lightness,
chroma, contrast, and sharpness are adjusted.
4.3.2 Retouching
When visual editing is complete, retouching (local adjustments) can be made to certain colors
to match with the original more closely in Figure 4.5. The adjustment parameters for the local
adjustments include hue, lightness, chroma, and threshold by Equation (4.4),
C = (LCH, h, γL∗ , γC∗ab , t), (4.4)
where LCH is the selected color for adjustments by the observer in the CIE LCH space [96], h is
the target hue, γL∗ and γC∗ab are used to adjust the lightness and chroma of the selected colors by
Equation (4.2), and t is the threshold to determine how much color is included from the selected
color, LCH , as a centroid for adjustments.
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Figure 4.4: The user interface for global adjustment. Observers are able to adjust the overall
lightness, chroma, contrast, and sharpness of the image by moving sliders on the right.
Figure 4.5: The user interface for local adjustment. Observers are able to make changes to certain
colors in the image without affecting other colors. The color to be changed is selected by clicking
on the color in the image. On the hue chart, observers can adjust the target hue. The chroma and
lightness can be tuned by the sliders. The slider on the bottom is to adjust the range of colors from
the selected color (as a centroid) to be changed.
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(a) a* (b) b* (c) L*
(d) Contrast (e) Chroma (f) Sharpness
Figure 4.6: The average of global adjustment data by all observers on (a) a*, (b) b*, (c) L*, (d)
contrast, (e) chroma, and (f) sharpness.
4.4 Results
In Figure 4.6, hue adjustments in a∗ and b∗, and global adjustments in lightness, contrast, chroma
and sharpness are shown for each image. The value of 1 on the y-axis means no adjustment is made
(the default value is 1 when no adjustment is made on that dimension). While the adjustments
were image-dependent, certain general trends can still be observed. In Figure 4.6 (b), observers
increased b∗ by a noticeable margin for all images except for Night Sky (Figure 10.12), suggesting
observers were trying to make images more yellowish. If the CAT is left undone, images (of CIE
D65 white point in AdobeRGB) appear bluish on the CIE D50 display when compared with the
original in the CIE D50 light booth. Night Sky (Figure 10.12) was not made more yellowish,
probably because it has both strong yellowish and purplish color (opponent colors) different from
the appearance of other paintings. In Figure 4.6 (f), sharpness was enhanced for all images except
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(a) Night sky (b) Orchid (c) Photo
(d) Bridge (e) Daisy (f) Aquatint
Figure 4.7: The local adjustment of hue and chorma by all observers on (a) Night Sky (Fig-
ure 10.12), (b) Orchid (Figure 10.13), (c) Photo (Figure 10.15), (d) Bridge (Figure 10.5), (e)
Daisy (Figure 10.6), and (f) Aquatint (Figure 10.2).
for Aquatint (Figure 10.2). The increase in sharpness may have resulted from the loss of detail
when the images were captured. The use of diffuse lighting probably softened the surface texture
of the painting. On the other hand, Aquatint (Figure 10.2) was not sharpened mainly because the
unsharp mask might have magnified the noise in the image making it less pleasing after sharpening.
Image-dependent information can also be learned from Figure 4.6. Observers increased the
sharpness of Night Sky (Figure 10.12) much more than they did for all the other images in Fig-
ure 4.6 (f). Heavy impasto can be found in the sky in Night Sky which was lost during the capturing
by the museum. Additionally, the increase in lightness and contrast is most evident for Photo in
Figure 4.6 (c) and (d) suggesting a loss of lightness dynamic range in the reproduction of Photo.
Local adjustments are shown in Figure 4.7. The y-axis is the hue angle (in degree unit) and
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the x-axis is chroma. The cross x at one end of each line is the color selected for adjustment, and
the diamond on the other end is the target color. Lines of the same color in Figure 4.7 are the
adjustments made by the same observer.
Across all images, almost all big local changes in hue occurred in colors of low chroma. This
may have resulted from the fact that during global adjustments, observers might have concentrated
more on the central object in the painting (such as the bridge or orchid) while areas of lower
chroma (usually the background) underwent more changes during local adjustments.
4.5 Chromatic Adaptation Models
We implemented the Bradford, Fairchild92, and CAT02 models and evaluated their performance
by predicting the adjustments made by observers. Daisy (Figure 10.6) was adjusted by one ob-
server and predicted by all three models as an example in Figure 4.8.
The original image is in Figure 4.8 (a), and it appears noticeably more bluish on a CIE D50
display. Given the absence of chromatic adaptation before visual editing in the experiment, it is
not unexpected. The image adjusted by one observer is in Figure 4.8 (b), and it matches with the
predictions by three chromatic adaptation models in Figure 4.8 (c), (d), and (e) more closely than
with the initial image in Figure 4.8 (a).
We calculated the color difference between the original and the prediction by CATs with and
without the spatial filtering by S-CIELAB [109]. The mean color difference between the adjusted
images and outputs from three chromatic adaptation models increased by a small margin when
spatial filtering was not used. It may have resulted from the viewing distance being not too far
away from the display, or observers may not have remained the same distance to the display
during the experiment.
The error distribution map of Daisy (when the S-CIELAB model is used) by one observer
is shown in Figure 4.9. Daisy adjusted by the observer is predicted well by all three models, and
mean image difference is between 3 and 4. The petals of Daisy are predicted better than other parts
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(c) Bradford
(d) Fairchild92 (e) CAT02
(a) initial image (b) adjusted image by one observer
Figure 4.8: The prediction of Daisy by three chromatic adaptation models. (a) the image shown
on the display before any adjustments; (b) the image adjusted by one observer as an example; (c)
the prediction by the Bradford model; (d) the prediction by the Fairchild92 model, and (e) the
prediction by the CAT02 model. The predictions by three models match with the image adjusted
by the observer (b) much more closely in appearance than with the initial image (a).
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Figure 4.9: Image difference between the image of Daisy adjusted by one observer and the pre-
dictions by three CAT models (a) Bradford, (b) Fairchild92, and (c) CAT02.













(a) Group 1 (b) Group 2
Figure 4.10: Evaluation of the performance of the three chromatic adaptation transforms (CATs)
for (a) Group 1 and (b) Group 2. In both plots, the y-axis is the image difference. The smaller
the image difference, the closer the predicted image by the model is from the images adjusted by
observers. None of the three models performed better than the rest for all the images.
of the painting, as indicated by the deep bluish color in the image difference map in Figure 4.9.
We analyzed the performance of the three CATs by ANOVA [135] on two groups of images
separately. The main effect, CAT model, is significant (p-value= 0.014) together with the inter-
action between Image and Observer (p-value=0.001) and that between Image and CAT model (p-
value= 0.001). The Image and Observer are insignificant (p-value=0.345 and 0.229 respectively)
but they are retained in the model due to hierarchy. The R2adj of the final model is over 95%.
Given the significance of interaction terms in the model, interaction plots are made in Figure 4.10
to better understand the model performance.
In Figure 4.10 (a), the performance of the Fairchild92 model is better than the other two models
for Night Sky and Orchid but not for Photo as indicated by the lower mean image difference of the
first two paintings by the Fairchild92 model.
For Group 2, the interaction between Image and CAT was significant (p-value= 0.002), and
therefore the interaction plot is made in Figure 4.10 (b). The Fairchild92 model outperforms
the rest for Bridge and Daisy but not for Aquatint. Aquatint (Figure 10.2) is similar to Photo
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(Figure 10.15) and both are of near-neutral appearance.
From Figure 4.10, no chromatic adaptation model better predicts adjustments by observers
across all six images in the experiment. The Fairchild92 model generally matches with the visual
editing by observers more closely than the Bradford or CAT02 model except for images of near-
neutral appearance. The predictions by the Bradford transformation are not much worse than
the other two. Given its inability to discount the illuminant and simplicity in implementation,
the performance of the Bradford model is better than expected. However, common practice of
comparing displays and reflection prints side-by-side produces unpredictable color appearance,
as viewing softcopy and hardcopy simultaneously may have caused the state of adaptation to be
unstable [84].
4.6 Conclusions
We proposed to improve the current RGB workflow of fine art reproduction in museums by reduc-
ing visual editing and retouching. An experiment was conducted to predict the visual editing and
retouching made by experts by three state-of-the-art chromatic adaptation models: the Bradford,
Fairchild92 and CAT02 models. Based on the analysis, no model predicted the images by experts
most closely for all six test paintings. Overall the Fairchild92 model outperformed the Bradford
and CAT02 model for all images except those with neutral appearance.
In future work, we are interested in automating the process of visual editing and retouching by
an exemplar-based method in the next chapter.
5
An Exemplar-based Method for
Automatic Visual Editing
In Chapter 4, we studied visual editing and retouching by observers and evaluated chromatic
adaptation transforms (CATs) to improve the workflow of fine art reproductions by finding a closer
starting point. However, CATs are developed to predict corresponding colors, and they cannot
account for the contrast or sharpness adjustments in visual editing and retouching by observers. In
this chapter, we propose to learn from the adjustments (including color, contrast, and sharpness)
by observers to automate the process of visual editing by an exemplar-based method.
5.1 Introduction
The advance of camera and imaging technologies has made digital archiving and conservation of
artwork possible in museums. Experts in museums usually need to perform visual editing and
retouching in order to match the reproduction with the original more closely [1]. Visual editing
and retouching is time-consuming and labor-intensive because it has to be performed on each
painting individually. The problem is even worse given the huge amount of art collections in
many museums. We addressed this problem by learning from the adjustments made by observers,
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(b) Visual edit & retouch
Display Light booth
Figure 5.1: A typical workflow of fine art reproduction in museums. (a) A painting is captured by
a digital camera under a certain lighting geometry. (b) Visual editing and retouching are made by
experts on the reproduction to match the original in the CIE D50 light booth more closely in color.
In our work, we propose an exemplar-based method (d) to model the process of visual editing and
retouching to yield results that are similar in image quality to those adjusted by observers.
and developing an automatic visual editing and retouching approach for paintings. The evalua-
tion results by a paired-comparison experiment suggest that the image adjusted by our model is
significantly better than the average of the images adjusted by observers.
The digital archiving of fine art paintings in museums enables both easy access and better
preservation of artwork, and the importance of making an accurate reproduction cannot be under-
estimated. To achieve this aim, most museum workflows involve visual editing and retouching1
to match the reproduction with the original more closely [1]. The process of visual editing and
retouching can be tedious and subjective in nature. In this project, we tried solving this problem
by machine learning techniques to eliminate the need for manual visual editing and retouching.
The main components in current workflows of fine art reproduction are shown in Figure 5.1.
1Visual editing refers to the global adjustments, and retouching refers to local and sharpness adjustments of a
captured image to match the original painting [1].
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Figure 5.2: The experimental setup for painting acquisition. The camera (Canon 60D) is mounted
perpendicular to the painting on the stage. Two diffuse studio lightings are put on both sides at 45◦
from the stage. Black boards are used to block inter-reflections. ColorChecker is used to correct
image white balance after capturing.
The painting is first captured using a camera under a certain lighting geometry. Despite using
high-end cameras and studio lighting, the reproductions off the camera often do not match the
original in color because (1) the camera spectral sensitivity does not approximate human color
matching functions very well (the Luther condition [113]), (2) improper lighting geometry could
flatten the texture or cause unwanted shadows, and (3) some colors in the painting are out of the
gamut of the capturing devices, displays or printers.
To address the mismatch in color, conservationists, curators, and photographers in many mu-
seums tend to make visual editing and retouching of the reproduction off the camera in order to
match the original more closely. While color accuracy is improved after visual editing, Berns and
Frey [1] found visual editing and retouching adding significantly to the total time required from
setup to archive a digital master.
It is therefore of great interest to look for an alternative to visual editing which can be auto-
mated, and at the same time, provide satisfying results on par with the images adjusted by experts,
labeled as Exemplar-based Model in Figure 5.1. With this goal, contributions in this part of the
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thesis are as follows:
• Present an end-to-end pipeline to digitally archive fine art paintings without manual visual
editing and retouching.
• Derive a distance metric similar to [29] to relate the visual editing and retouching by ob-
servers with the image difference between paintings.
• Given a new painting, we find the painting in the database that matches the new painting
most closely and apply global and local adjustments based on the best match.
• Conduct a paired-comparison study to evaluate our model by comparing the images adjusted
by our model with those adjusted by observers.
The distance metric to find the best match between the incoming painting and the existing
image in the database is similar to [29]. However, our method is different in a few aspects:
• Our model is designed to improve the reproduction accuracy from the original. As far as we
know, all previous work related to exemplar-based image enhancement focus on enhancing
the image quality by making pleasing pictures. The data collected in our project is thus
more relevant for museum applications where accuracy is of top priority.
• Not only global adjustments, but local tuning are also learned from the adjusted images
and applied to the new painting. Recently Hwang [137] enhanced the image with local
adjustments by analyzing image texture. In contrast, our approach is color oriented.
• In [29], the adjustment parameters of the training images are obtained by an auto-enhancement
module. However, our training data are collected in the study from real observers. While
costly and more time-consuming, the data are more relevant and reliable.
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5.2 Related Work
Visual Editing and Retouching The recognition of the need for culture heritage preservation
and its importance has driven the improvement and standardization of digital archiving. However,
it is still found that current workflows for reproducing fine art paintings vary widely between
different museums [1, 2].
Visual editing and retouching, among others, is one of the most difficult part to automate and
standardize. In Chapter 4, we proposed to find a closer starting point for visual editing by using a
more perceptually advanced chromatic adaptation transform (CAT). Berns [5], Miyake [138], and
Hardeberg [139] used imaging systems composed of color filters or liquid crystal tunable filters
(LCTF) to reproduce the spectra of fine art paintings. By estimating the spectra of the painting,
the reproduction and the original are more likely to match in color even under different lighting
condition thus eliminating the need for visual editing and retouching [140]. Nevertheless, the
introduction of spectral imaging in museums may require an investment in both equipment and
technology and a big change in the workflow, and it may not be affordable for many museums.
On the other hand, our exemplar-based method works with current camera and lighting setups,
and the results from the model were found to be significantly better than the average of the images
after visual editing and retouching by observers.
Exemplar-based Model Image adjustments are usually made to improve the image quality by
changing image tint, contrast, sharpness and so forth. An exemplar-based methodology has been
found effective in enhancing images. It includes, in a more general sense, colorization of a gray
image [141, 81, 82] and tone and texture transferring [83]. Dale et al. [142] restored an images
using an online photo database. Kang [29] proposed to enhance images by incorporating user
preference through the learning of image adjustments on photo collections. Hwang [137] made
local image enhancement by first looking for images in a training database that were closest to
the new image. Joze and Drew [79] addressed the problem of color constancy by searching for
matching images in a database whose illuminant is known.
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Figure 5.3: Paintings that were used in the experiment. The last five in the second row were used
in the evaluation of the model in Figure 5.9 and Table 5.1 (Big pictures of the paintings are in
Appendix. 10.2).
In this work, an exemplar-based approach was used to model visual editing and retouching.
However, our work is distinct in that, as far as we know, all previous work focuses on image
enhancement to make pleasing pictures. Instead, in our experiment, accuracy to the original is the
top concern and criterion for image adjustments by observers.
5.3 Gathering Training Data of Visual Editing and Retouching
In this part of the thesis, we propose to automate the process of visual editing and retouching by
a model developed from the adjustments on the paintings by observers. The training data were
collected by having observers make visual editing and retouching on captured paintings. In the
reminder of this chapter, Section 5.3.1 shows how we photographed the paintings, Section 5.3.2
shows the visual editing and retouching by observers, Section 5.4 shows the details of the auto-
matic adjustment algorithms learned from the training data, and Section 5.5 is the evaluation of
our model which shows our method is better than the average of images adjusted by observers.
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5.3.1 Painting Acquisition
The artwork are mostly oil-on-canvas paintings (8x10 inches) as shown in Figure 5.3. They were
digitized with a DSLR, Canon60D. The lighting geometry is shown in Figure 5.2. SoftCube
studio lighting was used with little heat generated to avoid harming the paintings. Lights were
put on both sides at 45◦ from the horizontal stage in order to provide diffuse light on the painting
without causing shadows.
5.3.2 Psychophysics Experiments
A total of 25 observers participated in this experiment, most of whom were college students ma-
joring in Fine Arts, imaging, and photography. In order to engage the observer during the whole
adjustment session, each observer is asked to adjust only five instead of all fifteen paintings. Usu-
ally it took about 15 minutes for one observer to adjust one painting. Observers were asked to
adjust the softcopy on the display to match the original in the D50 light booth. The experimental
setup is shown in Figure 5.4 (a).
A 27-inch Apple Cinema Display was used for showing softcopy reproductions. It was charac-
terized using an LMT 1210 colorimeter to ensure accurate mappings between LCD digital counts
and XYZ tristimulus values [126] . The white point of the display and the light booth were both
CIE D50. The characterization was similar to Section 3.3.
The pipeline and user interface for the experiment were similar to [143] in Figure 5.5. Upon
capturing the painting, white balance was adjusted in Photoshop with the aid of the ColorChecker
in the scene. The linear Bradford chromatic adaptation transform (CAT) is used to convert the
captured images from AdobeRGB color space (default white point: CIE D65) to the display white
point (CIE D50) before the tristimulus values are mapped to display digital counts using the dis-
play characterization model [126].
Adjustments by observers are in the dashed-line rectangle in Figure 5.5 (a) including visual
editing and retouching. The adjustment interface was similar to that used in Chapter 4. Minor
changes were made based on the feedback from observers to make the process of visual editing
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(a) Setup for adjustment experiment
(b) Setup for paired-comparison
Figure 5.4: The experimental setup for the psychophysics experiment. (a) The setup for visual
editing. Observers were able to view the softcopy on the display and original in the CIE D50
light booth side by side simultaneously, and they were asked to adjust the image on the display
to match the original in the light booth. (b) The setup for the paired-comparison experiment.
Observers were asked to choose the image on the display that matches the original in the light
booth more closely.
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more user-friendly. For completeness, the user interface after minor adjustments is shown in
Figure 5.5. Image hue was adjusted by selecting one of the surrounding images at different hue
angles around the current pick in the center, Figure 5.5 (b). Global adjustments on image lightness
and chroma were done by Equation (4.2) and in Figure 5.5 (c).
Local adjustments were made to certain colors rather than to the whole image, Figure 5.5 (d).
Sharpness adjustment was done by unsharp mask [117], Figure 5.5 (e). The parameters for user
adjustments were similar to Section 4.3. They were saved to train the model.
5.4 Automatic Visual Editing and Retouching
A distance metric similar to [29] was used to relate image difference with the difference in the
space of image adjustments. With a new image, its image difference from all the images in the
database was calculated. The image with the lowest difference was considered the best-matched
image in the database. Global adjustments (Section 5.4.1) of the best-matched image was applied
to the incoming painting. Local adjustments (Section 5.4.2) were performed if the dominant colors
(and their neighboring colors) in the new painting match with those in the best matched painting.
5.4.1 Visual Editing
In order to make proper global adjustments to a new painting, a distance metric was defined in
order to find an existing painting in the database closest to the new painting. The distance metric
was found by mapping the image difference between all pairs of paintings in the database and the
























(a) Pipeline of image adjustments
(b) Hue (c) Global
(d) Local (e) Sharpness
Figure 5.5: The pipeline for visual editing and retouching on the captured images. The components
in the dashed-line rectangle correspond to the adjustments by observers. User interfaces: (b) hue,
(c) global, (d) local, and (e) sharpness.
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difference in the adjustment parameters by observers, as shown in Equation (5.1),
d1(I1, I2), d2(I1, I2), ... dm(I1, I2)
d1(I1, I3), d2(I1, I3), ... dm(I1, I3)
...





1 (C1,k − C2,k)2∑K
1 (C1,k − C3,k)2
...∑K
1 (Cn−1,k − Cn,k)2

, (5.1)
where n is the number of paintings, and m is the number of image distance metrics. dm(In−1, In)
is the mth image difference metric between the (n − 1)th and nth image. The image difference
metrics are generally L-2 and L-1 norm of the difference between two images in a certain space
(i.e. CIELAB [136]). Some of the image differences used in our calculations were RMS (root
mean square), 1/SSIM [23] and ∆E00 [19]. Cn,k is the kth adjustment parameter for the nth
painting. In our experiment, observers were able to adjust the overall image hue, contrast, light-
ness, chroma, and sharpness, thus K being 6 as shown in Equation (4.1).
The discrete matrix form of Equation (5.1) can be written as ∆D ·T = ∆C, where ∆D is a
(n−1)-by-m image difference matrix, ∆C is a (n−1)-by-1 vector representing the difference in
the space of adjustment parameters and T is a m-by-1 vector. Given the adjustments by observers
on the paintings and the image difference, T can be calculated by Equation (5.2),
T = ∆D+ ·∆C. (5.2)
When a new painting arrives, its difference with all the paintings in the database is calcu-
lated, and its distance from other paintings in the space of adjustment parameters obtained by
Equation (5.3),
∆Cnew = ∆Dnew ·T. (5.3)








Selected colors by observersBest match Neighboring colors
Figure 5.6: The workflow for local adjustments. Given a painting, i.e. Daisy (Figure 10.6), it is
matched to Boats (Figure 10.4) based on the learnt distance by Equation (5.3). Local adjustments
are made by comparing the dominant color and their neighboring colors of Daisy with those of
Boats. In the Selected colors by observers, below and above the diagonal within each patch is the
color before and after local adjustments of Boats.
where ∆Dnew is a n-by-m matrix of image difference between the new image and all the images
in the database, and ∆Cnew (n-by-1) is the distance between the new painting and those in the
database. The painting with the smallest value in ∆Cnew in Equation (5.3) is matched to the new
painting. Global adjustment is made by Equation (5.4),
IafterGlobal = fglobal(I,Ci), ∆Ci = min(∆Cnew), (5.4)
where I and IafterGlobal is the image before and after the adjustment, fglobal. Ci is the global
adjustment parameters of the ith painting, whose ∆Ci is the smallest in ∆Cnew.
5.4.2 Retouching
The workflow of the local adjustments is shown in Figure 5.6. Dominant colors are extracted
from the new painting by K-means clustering [144] in CIELAB [145]. To avoid having dominant
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colors that are very close in color, threshold was set to group colors that are within a certain color
tolerance. The distribution of the dominant colors in Daisy is shown in Figure 5.7 (b) to (f). Most
of the painting is covered by dominant colors, as shown in Figure 5.7 (g), in which they are all
overlaid.
When the overall color of the painting is adjusted, local adjustments are made to certain colors
to match the original more closely. The adjustment parameters for the local adjustments include
hue, lightness, chroma, and threshold by Equation (4.4),
After identifying the dominant colors, their neighboring colors are examined, Figure 5.6. The
selected colors in the best-matched painting and their neighboring colors are compared with those
in the new painting. Local adjustments are made if a dominant color and their corresponding
neighboring colors match with a selected color.
An example, Firelight is shown in Figure 5.8 with the contributions of the global, local and
sharpness adjustment shown in Figure 5.8 (e). Multidimensional scaling (MDS [130]) was used to
understand the contribution by each step based on a distance matrix composed of color difference
between the image after each step and the images adjusted by observers. The blue dots are the
images adjusted by observers. It is expected that our model (red dots) should produce results
closer to the images adjusted by observers, allowing replacement of visual editing and retouching.
Most of the changes in Firelight can be explained by global adjustment, Figure 5.8 (e). The
result is understandable, because local adjustment affects only certain colors in the image, making
it hardly perceivable when mean color difference across the image is used as distance for MDS.
Similarly, the perception of sharpness may not be well correlated with color difference.
5.5 Evaluation of Automatic Visual Editing and Retouching
To evaluate the performance of the model, the images adjusted by the model were compared with
those adjusted by observers. The method of paired-comparison was used because (1) the faith-
fulness of the reproduction to the original is usually judged subjectively, and (2) the differences
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(a) Dominant color of Daisy
(b) 1st dominant color (c) 2nd dominant color
(d) 3rd dominant color (e) 4th dominant color
(f) 5th dominant color (g) All dominant colors
b c d e f
Figure 5.7: The dominant colors (a) of Daisy and their distribution. From (b) to (f), the areas
that are marked ‘black’ in the painting correspond to the dominant color identified in the painting
and (g) when the areas belonging to the dominant colors are all overlaid on the painting, most
part of the painting is covered by the dominant colors suggesting the extracted dominant colors
representative of the painting.
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(a) Original (b) Global adjustment
(c) Local adjustment (d) Sharpness adjustment (e) Multidimensional Scaling (MDS)
Figure 5.8: The adjustment results of Firelight matched to Boats. The result after (a) global, (b)
local, and (c) sharpness adjustments by our model. The improvement of the color accuracy by
global, local, and sharpness adjustment by our model is analyzed by multidimensional scaling
(MDS) in (e). The blue dots are the images adjusted by observers. Our model (red dot) moves
closer to the images adjusted by observers thus being able to mimic visual editing and retouching
by observers.
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Figure 5.9: Evaluation of the performance of our model by comparing it with the images af-
ter visual editing by observers in a paired-comparison experiment. (Ten observers evaluated the
painting Fall while another fourteen observers evaluated the rest four paintings.) The blue dots are
the images adjusted by observers, and the red diamonds are the predicted images by the model.
Ranking results of reproductions are converted to z score, and the greater the z score, the more the
number of times that reproduction was selected by observers to be closer to the original. Overall,
the image adjusted by our model is ranked higher than the average of the images adjusted by ob-
servers. The paintings on the y-axis are the last five images in Figure 5.3, and they can be found
in Appendix. 10.2.
between the images adjusted by observers and by the model may be small.
One of the fifteen paintings was used for validation while the rest were used for training T in
Equation (5.2). The process was repeated for five paintings (the last five images in the second row
in Figure 5.3). Observers were asked to pick the image that matches the original in the light booth
more closely, Figure 5.4 (b). To get the rank of the painting, the probability that one painting was
selected over another is calculated by Equation (3.1) and the probability is then converted to z
score by Equation (3.3).
Fourteen observers participated in the paired-comparison experiment (Fall was evaluated by
ten observers), and the results are shown in Figure 5.9. Overall the image adjusted by the model
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is ranked higher than the average of the images adjusted by observers. When fine art reproduc-
tion is evaluated with the presence of the original, the ranking is highly correlated with the color
difference between the reproduction and the original [146]. The images adjusted by the model
(red diamonds in Figure 5.9) should therefore be closer to the original in color than the average of
images adjusted by observers.
A hypothesis test was used to tell whether the image adjusted by the model was significantly
better than the average of images adjusted by observers (of the same painting). The null and
alternative hypothesis thus become H0 : π = 1/2, and Hα : π > 1/2. With enough observers
(repetitions) and images adjusted by observers (treatments), the normal approximation can be used
to test the significance by Equation (5.5) [46],
X = Z ·
√
n(t− 1)pq) + n(t− 1)p+ 1
2
, (5.5)
where X is the number of times that the image adjusted by the model was selected in order to
reject the null hypothesis. Z is 1.6452, n is the number of observers, t is the number of stimuli
(images) for the paired-comparison experiment, p = 1/2, and q = 1− p. Eq 5.5 becomes











If the actual number of times that the image adjusted by the model is selected by observers
was greater than X in Equation (5.6), H0 is rejected, suggesting the image adjusted by the model
is significantly better than the average. The result is summarized in Table 5.1. The actual number
of times that the image adjusted by the model is selected is greater than X for all five paintings.
Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected, indicating the images adjusted by our model are better
than those adjusted by observers on average.
2Z is calculated based on type I error, α = 0.05. 5% chance to reject the null hypothesis even when it is true.
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Table 5.1: Statistical test of whether the image adjusted by the model is significantly better than
the average of the images adjusted by observers. If the actual number is greater than X , the image
adjusted by the model is significantly better than the average of the images adjusted by observers.
The paintings for evaluation are the last five images in Figure 5.3, and they can be found in the
Appendix. 10.2.
X in Equation (5.6) actual number
significant
(α = 0.05)
Plaza 42 48 Y
Ducks 50 51 Y
Fall 37 40 Y
Daisy 58 69 Y
Bridge 66 74 Y
5.6 Discussion
In this work, we modeled the visual editing and retouching of images off the camera by an
exemplar-based approach. A complete pipeline including capturing the artwork, training the
model, and adjustments and evaluation of paintings by the model is presented. The statistical
analysis suggests that our model provides results that are better than the average of the visual
editing and retouching by observers.
The performance of the model relies on the number and variety of paintings available in the
database that have been adjusted by observers. Given the huge collections of paintings in mu-
seums, it is feasible to adjust a small number of paintings, learn from the adjustments, and use
this information to make automatic adjustments of incoming paintings using the model. With the
growth of the database, the performance of the model is likely to be improved. Compared with
the tedious process of visual editing and retouching each single painting, our model provides an
accurate and efficient solution.
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One of the limitations of our model is that the adjustments by observers are made to the
images captured with the same camera and lighting configurations. Once pictures are taken under
different lighting or camera settings, the model has to be re-trained. While the workflows for
fine art reproduction are widely varying across museums, the camera and lighting configurations
within a museum or gallery are usually fixed. Our model may still be useful in the digital archiving
of artwork in museums where the capturing setup is relatively stable.
In addition, the consistency of visual editing and retouching by observers is to be investigated
in future work. while our results were found signficantly better than the average of the images ad-
justed by observers, it is of interest to understand the variance of the visual editing and retouching
by observers.
5.7 Conclusions
In the project, we proposed to improve the current workflow of fine art reproduction by an exemplar-
based model. Statistical analysis suggests that the image adjusted by our model is more faithful to
the original than the average of those adjusted by observers.
In the next chapter, we turn our focus to improve the perceived image quality of fine art re-
production by spectral imaging. Spectral imaging is able to overcome the limits of current RGB
workflows by eliminating illuminant metamerism.
6
Spectral Imaging under Commonly
Available Lighting
In Chapters 4 and 5, we proposed to improve the current RGB workflows of fine art reproduction
by automating visual editing. However, these methods still suffer from illuminant metamerism
resulting from the trichromatic (RGB) capturing system. In this chapter, we turn our focus on
spectral imaging for fine art reproduction under commonly available lighting conditions.
6.1 Introduction
Recovering the spectral reflectance of a scene is important for scene understanding. Previous
approaches used either specialized filters or controlled illumination where the extra hardware pre-
vents many practical applications. In this part of the thesis, we propose a method that accurately
recovers spectral reflectance from two images taken with conventional consumer cameras under
commonly available lighting conditions such as daylight at different times of a day, camera flash
and ambient light, and fluorescent and tungsten light. Our approach does not require camera spec-
tral sensitivities or the spectra of the illumination which makes it easy to implement for a variety
of practical applications. Based on noise analysis, we also derive theoretical predictors that an-
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swer: (1) which two lighting conditions lead to the most accurate spectral recovery overall and
(2) for two given lighting conditions, which spectral reflectance is more likely to be estimated
accurately. We implement the method on a variety of cameras from high-end DSLRs to cellphone
cameras and apply our method for fine art reproduction. Both simulation and experimental results
demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Estimating the spectral reflectance of a scene is an essential component for scene recovery in
computer vision. There is a large body of literature on spectral reflectance recovery by using mul-
tiple images acquired with either specialized filters such as with and without a colored filter [147],
a pair of yellow and blue filters [5, 59], and liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) [6], or con-
trolled illuminations such as LED arrays [7] and a DLP projector with a color wheel [51]. While
these can obtain accurate results, most of these methods require extra hardware for imaging which
prevent many practical applications such as those in the outdoors with consumer-grade cameras
(i.e. smartphone cameras, point-and-shoot cameras, and DSLRs).
In the work, we aim to recover spectral reflectance under commonly available light sources
with consumer-grade cameras including daylight at different times of a day, indoor fluorescent
light, camera flash, tungsten light, etc.. For example, in museums, we aim to recover the spectral
reflectance of paintings using ambient light and a camera flash.
The spectral power distribution of some commonly available light sources are plotted in Fig-
ure 6.1 (a). A ColorChecker (CC) is rendered under each light source in Figure 6.1 (b). We can
clearly see the difference in appearance across images which provides sufficient information to
recover the underlying spectral reflectance. Table 6.1 summarizes the characteristics of these light
sources in our work.
Specifically, we propose a method to recover the spectral reflectance from two images taken
under any two of these commonly available lighting conditions. Our method does not need to
know the spectral sensitivity of the camera or the spectral power distribution of the light sources
as in prior work. Instead, we require only a simple calibration step by taking a picture of a color
target under the two lighting conditions. Based on the analysis of noise propagation of the pro-


















(a) Commonly available lighting (b) Rendering of CC 
daylight flash
tungsten fluorescent
Figure 6.1: The proposed method is to recover the scene reflectance under commonly available
light sources. (a) The spectral power distribution of some commonly available light sources (nor-
malized to be 1 at 560nm). (b) The rendering of a ColorChecker (CC) under these light sources.
posed method, we derived two predictors that answer (1) which two lighting conditions result in
the optimal spectral recovery overall, and (2) for two given lighting conditions, which spectral
reflectance is likely to be recovered more accurately. We tested the proposed method on a vari-
ety of consumer cameras from high-end DSLRs to cellphone cameras and applied the recovered
spectral reflectance for fine art reproduction as shown in Figure 6.5. Experimental results show
the effectiveness of the proposed method and analysis.
6.2 Related Work
Spectral Imaging with Filters Many previous studies on spectral imaging are implemented
with multiple filters mounted in front of a camera lens [5, 58, 6, 147]. While accurate results
can be obtained, these systems are usually expensive to build. In addition, changing filters during
imaging may introduce pixel shifts among acquired images. Recent works [60, 61] proposed to use
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Table 6.1: Description of the light sources in the experiment (CCT: Correlated Color Temperature)
Light source Description
Daylight daylight measured at different times in a day
Fluorescent overhead office light
Tungsten a popular light source used at home and museums
Camera flash camera flash (CCT: 5500K)
Cool white light source commonly found in the light booth (CCT: 3867K)
Illuminant A light source commonly found in the light booth (CCT: 2817K)
Horizon light source commonly found in the light booth (CCT: 2256K)
Studio flash light
with softbox
a popular photographic lighting device (CCT: 5816K)
novel assorted pixel image sensors to capture multispectral images with a single shot by trading
spatial resolution for spectral channels.
Spectral Imaging with Controlled Illumination One can also use multiple controlled illumina-
tion for spectral imaging. Park et al. [7] used an array of LEDs and designed optimal multiplexed
illumination for spectral imaging. Han et al. [51] used the color wheel in a DLP projector to
produce multiple light sources for recovering spectral reflectance. In both systems, the lighting
needs to be carefully designed and controlled to function in an indoor environment. Moreover, the
spectral sensitivity of the camera and the spectral power distribution (SPD) of the light sources
need to be measured in advance.
Model-based Spectral Imaging Many researchers have used various models or statistical priors
of natural images for spectral imaging. Marimont and Wandell [55] proposed a linear model of
surface and illuminant spectra. Maloney [56] and Ohta and Hayashi [57] described methods to
recover both scene reflectance and illuminant spectrum simultaneously using a daylight model
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assuming the camera spectral sensitivity is known. Morovic and Finlayson [148] proposed to
use the probability distribution of natural object reflectance to estimate surface reflectance from
camera RGB. Smits [149] presented an algorithm to convert from RGB values to reflectances.
In our work, we propose a method to recover the scene reflectance under commonly available
light sources with no knowledge of the lighting or the camera spectral sensitivity.
6.3 Spectral Reflectance Recovery
In this section, we show the details of the proposed method. The two images taken under two
different light conditions are needed to recover the spectral reflectance of a scene. Part of the
derivation is similar to that in [5] and [145].
Specifically for a scene point, the pixel intensity I captured by a camera is equal to an integra-
tion of the product of the spectral reflectance of the point R(λ), the spectral power distribution of
the illuminant P (λ), and the camera spectral sensitivity C(λ) across the visible wavelength range




C(λ)P (λ)R(λ) dλ. (6.1)
For a RGB camera, we can write this equation in a discrete matrix form, I = CPR, where I =
[IR, IG, IB]
′ is a triplet of the pixel intensities in RGB channels, and [IR, IG, IB]′ is the transpose
of [IR, IG, IB]. C is a 3× 34 matrix (assuming we have 34 bands from 390nm to 720nm with an
interval of 10nm), P = diag(P (390nm), P (400nm), · · · , P (720nm)), and R = [R(390nm),
R(400nm), · · · , R(720nm)]′.
As shown in many previous studies [101, 102, 150], the spectral reflectance of real-world
objects can be well approximated as a weighted linear combination of a few basis spectra. Thus,
R can be decomposed as
R = Bσ, (6.2)
where B = [B1(λ), · · · , BK(λ)] in which each of the K columns corresponds to one basis spec-
trum, and σ = [σ1, · · · , σK ]T is a vector of scalars (i.e. weights) for the spectral reflectance R. K
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is the number of basis vectors used in the model. Dimension reduction techniques such as Princi-
ple Component Analysis (PCA) can be used to calculate the basis vectors. Combining the above
two equations, we have I = CPBσ. The eigenvectors were extracted from a database [150] of
1250 Munsell chips and used as basis vectors.
Assuming we take M images of the same scene at different illumination conditions, we have










To recover the spectral reflectance (i.e. σ) from the acquired images (i.e. I1, · · · , IM ), we need to
know the matrix T = [CP1B; · · · ; CPMB]. T is a 3M×K matrix, encoding the information of
the camera spectral sensitivities and the multiple lighting conditions. Previous studies [101, 102]
show that K = 6 is sufficient for most real-world objects. Thus, to recover spectral reflectance
scalar, σ, M = 2 images are sufficient (in this case, T is a 6× 6 matrix).
6.3.1 System Characterization
The matrix T can be estimated by capturing two images of six samples with known reflectance.
Table 6.2 summarizes several ways to estimate T. First, T can be calculated in a least square
sense by minimizing the difference between pixel intensities (i.e. scene radiance). In practice,
however, directly optimizing T−1 by minimizing reflectance difference often yields better results.
Finally, whenever perceptual color accuracy is a major concern (i.e. in the context of fine art
reproduction), one can optimize T−1 by minimizing color difference [19]. In our experiments, we
found minimizing reflectance difference and color difference have comparable results, and these
results were almost always better than that of minimizing radiance difference.
The six samples of known reflectance for system characterization can be obtained according to
specific applications. For example, for regular photography or industry applications, one can put a
color checker or other color targets into the scene before acquiring images; for some applications
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Table 6.2: Optimization methods of T
Method Equation
Radiance difference minT̂(||T̂ · σ − I||)
Reflectance difference minT̂−1(||R̂−R||)
Color difference minT̂−1(||∆E00(R̂,R)||)
such as fine art reproduction or remote sensing , one might already know or can easily measure
the spectral reflectance for a few points in a given scene.
Once we know T for two given lighting conditions, we can recover the spectral reflectance for
an unknown surface, R̂, as follows
R̂ = BT̂−1I, (6.4)
where I = [I1; · · · ; IM ] includes all the measured images.
6.3.2 Spectral Reflectance Reconstruction
The reconstruction based on Equation (6.4) is a baseline method. In practice, certain priors of
spectral reflectance of real-world objects can be used to further improve the performance. For
example, the reflectance curves of real-world objects are mostly smooth, and thus we can add a
smoothness constraint for reflectance recovery,
min
σ̂




where the second derivative of the spectral reflectance ∂2R/∂λ2 is to be minimized and α is to
adjust the weight of the smoothness parameter. Note Equation (6.5) can still be optimized via a
linear least squares method.
Another prior is to recover a Maximum-a-Posterior (MAP) estimation by considering the prob-
ability distribution of the recovered spectral reflectance in which we model the probability of all
spectral reflectance as a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [151].
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We found in experiments these two priors are comparable to each other and often yield better
results than the baseline method. In our experiments, we used the smoothness constraint and set
α = 1 for all experiments.
6.3.3 Performance Prediction by Noise Analysis
The above method works for images taken under any two different lighting conditions. Can we tell
which two lighting conditions are optimal overall for recovering spectral reflectance? Moreover,
for two given lightings, can we predict which spectral reflectance can be best estimated?
In this section, we derive two predictors that answer the above questions by analyzing the noise
propagation. Assume that the measured radiance is composed of true signal and noise, i.e. I =
s+n, where s is a vector of signals and n = [nR,1, nG,1, nB,1, nR,2, nG,2, nB,2]′ corresponding to
the noise in the red, green, and blue channel in the first and second picture. The estimated vector
of scalars of the spectral reflectance can be expressed as
σ̂ = T−1 · (s + n) (6.6)
The noise contribution to the estimated reflectance becomes
∆R = BT−1 · n = W · n, (6.7)
where W = BT−1 is a matrix of size 33 × 6. The matrix W only depends on the lighting
conditions and the eigenvectors of the PCA model.
Two different types of noise are considered. One is Gaussian additive noise (accounts for read
noise and ADC noise), and the other is photon noise.
Additive Gaussian Noise Assuming that the noise in all three channels is independent Gaussian
noise with variance of τ2, the variance in the recovered spectral reflectance due to the noise is:
v = τ2diag(WW′). (6.8)
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As shown, the variance of the estimated spectral reflectance depends only on the matrix W (for
a given noise level). Thus, we can use the following equation as the predictor for the overall
performance for two given lighting conditions,
Z = Trace(WW′). (6.9)
Smaller Z means more accurate spectral recovery.
When only Gaussian additive noise is considered, ∆R by Equation (6.7) is not related to
reflectance of the samples. Therefore, the second predictor does not exist in this case.
Photon Noise We know for photon noise, variation is linearly proportional to the signal, i.e.,
Var(n) = k · I0 = k ·Tσ0 = k ·TB′R, (6.10)
where σ0 is the 6× 1 PCA coefficients for a given spectral reflectance curve R, and B is a 6× 33
matrix of the top six eigenvectors. The predictor to tell the overall performance of the lighting
condition can be calculated by Equation (6.11),
Z = 1′ ·W2 ·TB′ · 1. (6.11)
Note that in this equation, W2 means element-wise squared. For any given two light sources, we
can compute the corresponding Z value that will tell us how good they are for recovering spectral
reflectance overall.
Next, we hope to find a predictor for the second question. We can directly evaluate the nor-






1′ ·W2 ·TB′ ·R
R′R
. (6.12)
For two given lighting conditions, we know T, W, and B. Thus we can evaluate ρ for a given
spectral reflectance R to predict the normalized RMSE for the recovery under these two lighting
conditions.
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Figure 6.2: The consistency between ρ (by Equation (6.12) and the normalized spectral RMS error
for patches in CCDC. Each triangle is a color patch in CCDC. A high correlation can be found
between ρ and the spectral recovery accuracy suggesting ρ can be used to predict which reflectance
is likely to be estimated well given a lighting.
To validate these two predictors, we simulated the signals under the fluorescent light and
tungsten light using a ColorChecker Passport (CCP) for characterization and a ColorChecker DC
(CCDC) for validation. The true signals were calculated given T, and photon noise was mixed
to form the simulated signals based on which the reflectance was estimated by Equation (6.4). A
high correlation between ρ and the normalized spectral RMS error can be observed in Figure 6.2,
indicating that ρ can be used to predict which reflectance can be well estimated given two lighting
conditions.
We also conducted real experiments under a variety of lighting conditions. The results are
summarized in Table 6.3 and Figure 6.3. The results show the values of the two predictors are
highly correlated with the RMS error of the recovered spectral reflectance.
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Table 6.3: Validation of the proposed method on CCDC under different lighting combinations.
Both the spectral and colorimetric recovery performance are evaluated. Based on the tabulated
data, the recovery performance correlated well with Z.
6.4 Experiments
6.4.1 Multispectral Imaging System
We test the proposed method on a variety of cameras, including Canon 50D, 5D, 60D, 550D and
cellphone camera, Nokia N900. Among them, we remove the infrared filter of Canon 5D and
Canon 550D to check whether there will be performance improvement at longer wavelengths.
Nokia N900 is included to explore spectral recovery applications on mobile devices. We perform
flat-fielding when needed to ensure the uniformity of the light on the scene.
Ground truth was collected to evaluate the performance of the method. We measured the
spectral reflectance of color checkers and selected areas on the paintings using a X-Rite i1Pro
spectrophotometer from 380nm to 730nm with an interval of 10nm.
6.4.2 Validation using ColorChecker DC
We use a CCP to get T, and a CCDC (with 240 color patches) for validation. Duplicate patches in
the CCDC are removed to prevent overweighting patches of any specific color.
Table 6.3 shows the results which includes the spectral RMS error, ∆ED65 and ∆EIllA. We
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provide color difference values (∆E) because a close spectral match does not necessarily result
in a close perceptual color match. In Table 6.3, the result by the PCA model was calculated
directly based on the retained eigenvectors in the model thus being the theoretical lower limit of
the error. The recovery performance correlated well with Z by Equation (6.11). Therefore, the
overall spectral recovery performance could be determined by calculating Z. The measured and
estimated reflectance on certain patches in the CCDC are shown in Figure 6.3 as examples.
In Figure 6.3, the spectral recovery of CCDC was made under fluorescent light and tungsten
light. The estimated and measured reflectance matched well in general. The mean spectral RMS
error is 0.03, and the color difference under CIE D65 and CIE IllA are both close to 1 (the approx-
imate threshold of detecting a perceptual color difference).
We calculated ρ on the experimental data to tell which reflectance is likely to be estimated
well under the lighting conditions. In Figure 6.3 (b), two patches of small and large value of ρ are
selected, and their estimated and measured reflectance (both after normalization) compared. The
greater the ρ, the worse the spectral recovery performance.
6.5 Applications
6.5.1 Metamer
A metameric pair are two samples that differ in spectral reflectance but match in color under an
illuminant. The recovery of the spectral reflectance allows distinguishing the metameric pair that
may be difficult to tell apart by color alone.
In Figure 6.4, the metameric pair appears the same under the fluorescent light (the bottom patch
in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b)), but they look different when illuminated by the tungsten light (the top
patch in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b)). By taking pictures of the metameric pair under the fluorescent and
tungsten light using a camera with IR-filter removed, the spectra of the two samples are recovered
as shown in Figure 6.4 (a) and (b). Based on the recovered spectra, we are able to tell that the two
samples are metameric rather than matching spectrally. The reason for removing the IR-filter of
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Figure 6.3: Validation of the proposed method using CCDC under the fluorescent light and tung-
sten light. (a)The estimated and measured reflectance of certain patches in CCDC. The numbers
on the top of each plot are the spectral RMS error, color difference under CIE D65 and IllA. The
patch index (#) is shown as well. A close spectral and colorimetric match could be achieved gen-
erally between the ground truth and our result. (b) Noise analysis was performed by calculating
ρ by Equation (6.12) to tell which reflectance is likely to be predicted better under the lighting
condition. Two patches were selected with small and large ρ. The reflectance in (b) is normalized.
While the patch on the right in (b) is darker in color, its spectral RMS error would become much
greater when making tone reproduction.




Figure 6.4: The spectral recovery of a metameric pair under the fluorescent light and tungsten
light. (a) and (b) The estimated and measured reflectance of the metameric pair. Being metameric,
the samples appeared almost the same in color under the fluorescent light (bottom patch in (a) and
(b)), but different when illuminated by the tungsten light (top patch in (a) and (b)). When pictures
were taken using the camera with IR-filter removed, the reflectance of the metameric pair can be
well reconstructed and distinguished.
the camera is that a lot of metamers differ in the longer wavelength region spectrally to which our
eyes are less sensitive. The removal of the IR-filter allows cameras to be sensitive to those regions.
6.5.2 Spectral Imaging of Fine Art
The determination of the spectral reflectance per pixel for a painting enables its reproduction to
have the same color appearance as the original despite changes in the lighting conditions. Yet, most
museums currently rely on expensive spectral imaging systems that require specialized filters or
controlled illumination [67, 59]. We show that under two common lighting conditions, we can
recover spectral reflectance with a regular DSLR camera.
Fluorescent light/ Tungsten light Figure 6.5 shows the result where an oil painting was cap-
tured by the Canon 60D under the fluorescent light and tungsten light. In Figure 6.5, a close
spectral match can be achieved overall between the recovered and measured reflectance. The col-
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orimetric error under both CIE D65 and IllA are calculated, and found to be reasonably small. The
rendering of the painting is made under CIE D65 and IllA.
(a) fluorescent light (b) tungsten light
(f) CIE D65 (g) CIE IllA









Figure 6.5: The spectral recovery and rendering of the oil painting Daisy. (a) and (b) The captured
images under the fluorescent light and the tungsten light. (c), (d) and (e) The reflectance estimated
and measured at selected areas (P, Q and R) on the painting. (f) and (g) The rendered image under
CIE D65 and IllA.
Firelight was imaged under the fluorescent light and tungsten light, Figure 6.6 (a) and (b). The
measured and estimated reflectance at selected areas on the painting are compared in Figure 6.6
(e). The rendering of the painting was made under CIE D65 and IllA, Figure 6.6 (c) and (d).
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captured pictures
(a) fluorescent light (b) tungsten light
(e) recovered reflectance at P1-P7












Figure 6.6: The spectral recovery and rendering of Firelight. (a) and (b) The captured pictures
under the fluorescent light and tungsten light. (c) and (d) The rendering of the painting under CIE
D65 and IllA. (e) The recovered reflectance at selected areas on the painting.
Camera flash/ Non-flash pair While the spectral reflectance of the paintings can be well-
recovered using the fluorescent and tungsten lighting combinations, it is unlikely that patrons
carry a fluorescent light source around when visiting a museum. Instead, camera flash is often
used as a second light source for photography. It is of interest then to learn the spectral recovery
under the museum lighting (tungsten light) and the camera flash.
Orchid was imaged under the tungsten light with and without the camera flash (Canon SpeedLite)
in Figure 6.7 (a) and (b). The measured and estimated reflectance at selected areas (P1-P4) on the
painting are compared in Figure 6.7 (c). Overall our results match with the ground truth. However,
the results are not as good as those using fluorescent/ tungsten light, mainly because the portable
camera flash is not a stable light source.
6.5.3 Other Applications
Other applications based on our method, e.g. material classification, fruit and food inspection, and
smartphone applications can be found in [152].

















































Figure 6.7: The spectral recovery of Orchid. (a) and (b) The captured pictures under the tungsten
light with and without the camera flash (c) The recovered reflectance at selected areas on the
painting.
6.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, we proposed to recover the scene reflectance under commonly available lightings.
Through the noise analysis, we were able to (1) identify the lighting condition that overall gives
more accurate spectral recovery, and to (2) learn which reflectance can be well-recovered under
certain lighting. We applied our method to fine art reproduction. Both the simulation and ex-
perimental results show that the method can accurately estimate the reflectance under everyday
lighting conditions.
The proposed method has several limitations. While the knowledge of camera spectral sen-
sitivity and the light source are not required, color patches of known reflectance are needed to
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characterize the system which we plan to address in our future work. A potential solution is to ex-
plore statistical priors and correlations within real-world hyperspectral images [153]. In addition,
when spectral recovery is made for fine art paintings, Mohammadi et al. [154] developed a color
checker that better represents the artistic colorants, and it can be used instead of ColorChecker for
system characterization.
Next, the object surface needs to be nearly flat and diffuse. Differences in surface smoothness
may be negligible as long as they are small relative to the distance between the camera and the
object.
Finally, we realize that our method requires both the reflectance and illumination to be broad-
band. For example, our method will fail if narrow-band lasers are used as light sources. Fortu-
nately, almost all real-world objects and commonly-available lighting conditions have broadband
spectra, as shown in Figure 6.1. We can also use the predictor Z to tell the quality of given lighting
condition.
7
What is the Space of Camera Spectral
Sensitivity Functions?
In the previous chapter, we proposed to recover the spectra of paintings under commonly available
lighting conditions. In this chapter, we aim at understanding the underlying reason behind the
mismatch in color between the original and the captured images off the camera by analyzing the
space of camera spectral sensitivity. By knowing camera spectral sensitivity, we are able to render
spectral images and account for color constancy.
7.1 Introduction
Camera spectral sensitivity functions relate scene radiance with captured RGB triplets. They are
important for many computer vision tasks that use color information such as multispectral imag-
ing, color rendering, and color constancy. In our work, we explored the space of spectral sensitivity
functions for digital color cameras. After collecting a database of 28 cameras covering a variety
of types, we found this space convex and two-dimensional. Based on this statistical model, we
propose two methods to recover camera spectral sensitivities using regular reflective color targets
(i.e. color checker) from a single image with and without knowing the illumination. We show the
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proposed model is more accurate and robust for estimating camera spectral sensitivities than other
basis functions. We also show two applications for the recovery of camera spectral sensitivities —
simulation of color rendering for cameras and computational color constancy.
Camera spectral sensitivities are functions of wavelength describing the relative efficiency of
light detection for color filters and image sensors. It relates scene radiance with recorded RGB
values for a digital color camera. The knowledge of camera spectral sensitivities is important for
many computer vision tasks that use color information such as multispectral imaging [66, 7], color
constancy [155, 147], and spectral reflectance recovery [56, 51].
Camera spectral sensitivities are often measured with a monochromator that generates narrow-
band light and a spectrophotometer that measures its spectral power distribution [113]. This
method, however, is applicable only in a laboratory setting with time-consuming scanning over
the wavelength range of interest. Recent approaches simplify the recovery of camera spectral sen-
sitivities by using specialized targets such as a fluorescent checker [156], a LED-based emissive
chart [157], or multiple instead of a single picture of a color target [158]. Nevertheless, it is as-
sumed [157, 159, 160, 161] that camera spectral sensitivities cannot be reliably recovered by using
regular broadband reflective color targets (i.e. color checker) even with known illumination. The
reason is that real-world spectral reflectance has a lower intrinsic dimensionality than the number
of unknowns in camera spectral sensitivities. The requirement of specialized devices or targets
has become a hurdle for the estimation of camera spectral sensitivities because, compared to fluo-
rescent or LED-based color targets, reflective color targets are still much more stable and easier to
manufacture, maintain, and use.
On the other hand, for most digital color cameras, spectral sensitivity functions are designed
with certain constraints in mind which means they may reside in some low dimensional space. For
instance, most digital color cameras are designed to make ‘nice’ pictures of real-world scenes and
the characteristics of the camera spectral sensitivities are a trade-off between maximizing quantum
efficiency and minimizing noise.
Motivated by these observations, in this part of the thesis, we ask the question: what is the
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space of spectral sensitivity functions for digital color cameras? Finding a low-dimensional, sta-
tistical model for camera spectral sensitivities is useful for estimating them with fewer constraints.
With this goal, the contributions are as follows:
• Measured a database of spectral sensitivity functions for 28 cameras, including professional
DSLRs, point-and-shoot, industrial and mobile cameras, as shown in Figure 7.1. To our
knowledge, this is the most extensive database of this kind so far. The database and source
codes are available at http://www.cis.rit.edu/jwgu/research/camspec/.
• Performed principal component analysis (PCA) on this database and found that the space of
camera spectral sensitivities is two dimensional.
• Using this PCA-based model, we proposed two methods that estimate camera spectral sen-
sitivities from a single image of the commonly used reflective color checker for both known
and unknown illumination.
• We also show several applications in color rendering after estimating camera spectral sensi-
tivities.
7.2 Related Work
Estimation of Camera Spectral Sensitivity Camera spectral sensitivities are usually measured
using a monochromator and a spectrometer [113, 162], requiring time-consuming scanning over
the wavelength range of interest. This method is accurate but expensive. Hardeberg [159] pro-
posed a method to estimate the camera spectral sensitivities with known illumination and scene
reflectance, but they found it unreliable due to the low intrinsic dimensionality of scene spectral
reflectance [163, 159]. To overcome this, Urban [158] took multiple pictures of a color target
under different LED illumination. Dicarlo [157] proposed a method using a LED-based emissive
target, and recently Han [156] proposed using a fluorescent color target.
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(a) Red channel (b) Green channel (c) Blue channel
Figure 7.1: The normalized spectral sensitivities of the 28 cameras in our database, including
professional DSLRs, point-and-shoot, industrial and mobile cameras. Statistical analysis of these
measurements shows the space of camera spectral sensitivities is two-dimensional. This statistical
model is useful to recover camera spectral sensitivities from a single image with regular broadband
reflective color targets.
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Figure 7.2: The need for statistics prior when estimating the camera spectral sensitivities. Direct
inversion by Equation (7.2) suffers even with a small amount of noise (1%) due to the low di-
mensionality of spectral reflectance of real-world objects. The subscripts m and e stand for the
measured and estimated camera spectral sensitivities.
Statistical Analysis of Camera Response Functions This work was inspired by Grossberg et
al. [164] who performed statistical analysis of camera radiometric response functions. Similar
analysis has been performed for the spectra of daylight [104, 165] and used for illumination and
spectral reflectance recovery [57]. For camera spectral sensitivity functions, Zhao [166] collected
data for 12 cameras and compared four types of basis functions to model camera spectral sensitiv-
ities. They found the radial basis function optimal for recovering camera spectral sensitivities. In
comparison, with more data, we found the PCA-based model more accurate. We also propose to
recover spectral sensitivities from a single image under unknown illumination.
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7.3 The Space of Camera Spectral Sensitivity
7.3.1 Statistical Analysis of Spectral Sensitivity Functions for Digital Color Cam-
eras
We first introduce some background and show why it is necessary for statistical analysis of camera
spectral sensitivities. The pixel intensity at one spatial position x, Ik,x, k = R,G,B, can be mod-
eled as the product of the spectral reflectance of the pointRx(λ), the spectral power distribution of
the illuminant P (λ), and the camera spectral sensitivities Ck(λ), k = R,G,B, integrating over




Ck(λ)P (λ)Rx(λ) dλ, k = R,G,B. (7.1)
These equations can also be written in a discrete matrix form, Ik = CkPR, k = R,G,B, where
Ik is a 1 × m vector (m is the number of pixels), Ck is a 1 × 33 vector (assuming we have 33
bands from 400nm to 720nm with an interval of 10nm), P = diag(P (400nm), · · · , P (720nm)),
and R = [r1, · · · , rm], (rm = [Rm(400nm), · · · , Rm(720nm)]′).
To estimate camera spectral sensitivities C = [CR,CG,CB]
′, ([CR,CG,CB]
′ is the trans-
pose of [CR,CG,CB]), in theory we can take a picture of color patches with known reflectance,
R, under a known illuminant and solve with pseudo-inverse
Ck = Ik · (PR)+, k = R,G,B. (7.2)
In practice, however, as shown in Figure 7.2, direct inversion cannot reliably recover camera
spectral sensitivities. Even when we used 1269 Munsell color chips as the color target, direct
inversion was still quite sensitive to noise. As pointed out in [163, 159], this is because spectral
reflectance of real-world objects has a low intrinsic dimensionality (i.e. 6 or 8) [102, 150] which
makes R in Equation (7.2) rank deficient. To overcome the problem, recent work [157, 156]
used either narrow-band LED illumination or fluorescent color targets. Nevertheless, it is highly
desirable to solve this problem with reflective color targets because they are easier to manufacture,
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maintain, and use. We show below that with statistical analysis of camera spectral sensitivity
functions, we can find a low dimensional model of spectral sensitivities and solve this problem
from a single image under unknown illumination.
7.3.2 Assumptions and Constraints for Camera Spectral Sensitivity Functions
In our work, we are interested in the spectral sensitivity functions of digital color cameras in the
visible spectrum (i.e. 400nm to 720nm). To unify our discussion, we made the assumptions and
constraints listed below.
• We assumed the spectral sensitivity functions of a camera is spatially invariant, i.e. they are
functions of wavelength only: Ck(λ), k = R,G,B.
• We also assumed the spectral sensitivity functions are non-negative,
Ck(λ) ≥ 0, k = R,G,B. (7.3)
In addition, we normalized the spectral sensitivity function of each color channel to be
between zero and one,
max
λ
Ck,n(λ) = 1, k = R,G,B, (7.4)
where Ck,n is the normalized spectral sensitivity, and Ck = gk·Ck,n, gk ≥ 0, k = R,G,B.
1 The absolute magnitudes of spectral sensitivities can be accounted for by the gain of an
imaging system and thus can be excluded for modeling spectral sensitivities. Note that our
normalization is different from previous work [156, 166] where only the peak of CG(λ) is
normalized to one. We normalized such that the peak of all RGB channels to one because
we used statistical models to explain the spread rather than the height variation of spectral
sensitivity functions.
1After normalization, Equation (7.1) becomes Ik,x =
∫ 720nm
400nm
gk ·Ck,n(λ)P (λ)Rx(λ) dλ, k = R,G,B.where gk
is the constant for the red, green or blue channel, andCk,n(λ) is the normalized spectral sensitivity. The discrete matrix
form of Equation (7.1) becomes Ik = gkCk,nPR, k=R, G, B, where Ck,n = [Ck,n(400nm), · · · , Ck,n(720nm)].
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• To faithfully capture the color of a scene, in theory, cameras need to satisfy the Luther con-
dition [113], i.e. the camera spectral sensitivity functions need to be a linear transformation










where [x̄, ȳ, z̄]′ is the CIE-1931 2-degree color matching function, [CR,CG,CB]
′ are the
spectral sensitivities of a digital color camera, and T is a full-rank 3 × 3 matrix to be
determined. In practice, however, due to limitations in hardware (i.e. color filters in the
Bayer pattern), the Luther condition is often satisfied to a certain degree especially for low-
end consumer-grade cameras.
Equations (7.3), (7.4), and (7.5) define the space of spectral sensitivity functions of digital
color cameras. It is easy to see this space is a convex set. If C1 and C2 are in this set, any convex
combination aC1 + (1− a)C2, 0 ≤ a ≤ 1 must also be in this set. Below, we measured spectral
sensitivity functions for a wide range of cameras and performed statistical analysis to chart the
space.
7.3.3 Database of Camera Spectral Sensitivity
We have measured the spectral sensitivity functions for 28 cameras using a monochromator and a
spectrometer PR655. The measurement setup and details can be found in Appendix 10.1.
The raw measured data, after normalization, is in Figure 7.1. Most spectral sensitivity func-
tions peak at similar wavelength for each channel. To validate whether they satisfy the Luther
condition, we estimate the matrix T with least square based on Equation (7.5). The spectral Root
Mean Square (RMS) error, ||C2deg − T ·C||, is used for evaluation, where C2deg is a matrix
of the CIE-1931 2-degree color matching function, and C are the measured camera spectral sen-
sitivities. Color difference (∆E00 [19]) is also calculated between C2deg and T ·C under CIE
















































































































































































































































































Figure 7.3: A camera satisfies the Luther condition if its spectral sensitivity function is a linear
transformation of our color matching functions, i.e. CIE-1931 2-degree color matching function
(C2deg). The Luther condition can be evaluated by the RMS error between C2deg and T ·C,
where T is computed by Equation (7.5), C2deg are the CIE-1931 2-degree color matching func-
tions, and C are the measured camera spectral sensitivities. Color difference (CIEDE00 [19]) is
calculated between C2deg and T ·C under CIE D65 and the 1269 Munsell color chips [167].
Ideally, spectral RMS and color differences are zero if a camera perfectly satisfies the Luther con-
dition. Overall, most cameras have a deviation from the Luther condition, especially for the two
industrial cameras: PointGray Grasshopper and PointGray Grasshopper 2.
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Figure 7.4: The percentage of total variance of the camera spectral sensitivity explained given the
number of eigenvectors retained in the model. The first two eigenvectors are found to be enough
to represent the space of camera spectral sensitivity.
D65 for the 1269 Munsell color chips [167]. Ideally, both the spectral RMS and color difference
are zero if a camera perfectly satisfies the Luther condition. As shown in Figure 7.3, however,
overall most cameras have a deviation from the Luther condition, especially for the two industrial
cameras: PointGray Grasshopper and PointGray Grasshopper 2. It also shows that Canon cameras
in general have smaller RMS and color differences than Nikon cameras in this aspect.
7.3.4 A PCA Model for Camera Spectral Sensitivity
We performed Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the normalized data for each color channel
separately. In our database, we have 9 Canon and 10 Nikon cameras, and 9 other cameras. PCA
was performed on all Canon cameras, all Nikon cameras, and all 28 cameras to investigate the
difference across different types of cameras.
While the camera spectral sensitivity is of high dimension (i.e. 33 if the wavelength ranges
from 400nm to 720nm with an interval of 10nm), it can be represented using many fewer parame-
ters. The variance that can be explained given the number of eigenvectors retained in the model is
shown in Figure 7.4. With two eigenvectors, we found that the camera spectral sensitivity can be
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well represented.
The top two eigenvectors are shown in Figure 7.5. The 1st principal component explains over
95% of total variance of the data, and the first two principal components explain over 97%. Camera
spectral sensitivities can be decomposed as Ck,n = σk ·Ek, k = R,G,B, where σ = [σ1, σ2]
is a 1 × 2 vector, Ek = [ek,1, ek,2]′ is a 2 × 33 eigenvector matrix. The discrete matrix form of
Equation (7.1) becomes
Ik = gkσkEkPR, k = R,G,B, (7.6)
where Ek (k = R,G,B) is in Figure 7.5. The scatter plot of σ of the 28 cameras is in Figure 7.6.
7.4 Spectral Sensitivity from a Single Image
We show the PCA model enables the recovery of camera spectral sensitivities with commonly
used reflective color targets from a single image.
7.4.1 With a Known Light Source
If the spectrum of a light source is known, we can capture an image of a reflective color tar-
get (i.e. color checker) and recover camera spectral sensitivities by gkσk = Ik(EkPR)+, k =
R,G,B. The camera spectral sensitivities can be obtained by
Ck = gkCk,n = gkσkEk = Ik(EkPR)
+Ek, k = R,G,B. (7.7)
7.4.2 With an Unknown Light Source
If the spectrum of a light is unknown but we know it is daylight, both the spectrum of daylight and
the camera spectral sensitivities can be recovered by using the daylight spectrum model [104]. This
daylight model can be described by Equation (2.5), and its discrete matrix form can be expressed as
P(t) = P̄+M1(t)V1+M2(t)V2 Thus, Equation (7.7) becomes Ck = Ik(EkP(t)R)+Ek, k =
R,G,B. Both σ and t are optimized iteratively to minimize the RMS ||Ik−gkσkEkP(t)R||, k =
R,G,B.
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1st eigenvector (e1) 2nd eigenvector (e2)
Figure 7.5: The principal components of camera spectral sensitivities. Left Column: 1st principal
component. Right Column: 2nd principal component. We performed PCA on Canon cameras,
Nikon cameras, and all 28 cameras on the (a) red, (b) green, and (c) blue channel. The 1st principal
component accounts for over 95% of total variance for all three channels, and the first two principal
components accounts for over 97% of total variance. Thus, we model camera spectral sensitivity
functions as two-dimensional functions.
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Figure 7.6: The scatter plot of the 28 cameras in the two-dimensional space, for the red (a),
green (b) and blue (c) channel. The red circles are Canon cameras, the green diamonds are Nikon
cameras, and the blue triangles are the other cameras in the database. Canon, Nikon and the other
cameras can be easily clustered in (a), probably because of the different IR-cut filters used in
cameras made by Canon, Nikon and other camera makers.
Figure 7.7 shows an example where we used both methods to recover the spectral sensitivities
of a Canon 60D camera. Figure 7.7 (d) shows the estimated camera spectral sensitivity when the
spectrum of daylight is known in Figure 7.7 (a). Without knowing the daylight, we can recover
both the unknown daylight spectrum in Figures 7.7(e) and the camera spectral sensitivities in
Figure 7.7 (f).
We recovered the camera spectral sensitivity of some other cameras, i.e. NikonD3 using a
picture of CCDC under unknown daylight. The radiance error given the CCT of daylight is in
Figure 7.8(a). The daylight spectrum that yields the least radiance error was selected, and it
is plotted in Figure 7.8(b) with the measured daylight spectrum. A close match can be found
between our recovered daylight and the ground truth. The recovered and measured camera spectral
sensitivity are shown in Figure 7.8(c). Similarly, the camera spectral sensitivity of a smartphone
camera, Nokia N900, and another DSLR, Canon5D Mark II are recovered in Figure 7.9.
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(a) Spectral power distribution of daylight (b) Spectral reflectance of CCDC
(d) Recovered camera spectral sensitivity
with known daylight
(e) Recovered daylight spectrum (f) Recovered camera spectral sensitivity 
with unknown daylight





































Figure 7.7: The recovery of the camera spectral sensitivities of a Canon 60D. (a) The measured
spectrum of the daylight under which the experiment was conducted. (b) The spectral reflectance
of a color checker DC. (c) The captured image (glossy and duplicate patches are removed to
avoid overweighting certain colors). (d) The recovered spectral sensitivities with known daylight
spectrum in (a). By using a daylight model, we can recover both the daylight spectrum (e) and the
camera spectral sensitivities (f). The subscripts m and e in (d) and (f) stand for the measured and
estimated camera spectral sensitivities, respectively.
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(a) Radiance error v.s. CCT (b) Recovered daylight spectrum
(c) Recovered camera spectral sensitivity 
with unknown daylight
Figure 7.8: The recovery of the camera spectral sensitivity of a NikonD3 using a single picture
of CCDC under unknown daylight. (a) The radiance error given the estimated camera spectral
sensitivity at a certain CCT. The daylight spectrum that yields the lowest radiance difference in
(a) is plotted in (b) and compared with the ground truth. (c) The measured and recovered camera
spectral sensitivity of a NikonD3. The subscripts m and e stand for the measured and estimated
camera spectral sensitivity.
(b) Nokia N900(a) Canon 5D Mark II




















































Figure 7.9: The recovery of the camera spectral sensitivity of a DSLR, (a) Canon5D Mark II and
a smartphone camera (b) Nokia N900. The spectral sensitivity of both cameras are obtained by
taking a picture of CCDC under unknown daylight. The subscripts m and e stand for the measured
and estimated camera spectral sensitivity.
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7.4.3 Comparison with Other Basis Functions
To fully evaluate the recovery performance using eigenvectors extracted from camera spectral
sensitivities, we compared the recovery by other basis functions. Zhao [166] tested three basis
functions besides camera space eigenvectors, and they are Fourier, polynomial, and radial basis
functions. Zhao [166] concluded that radial basis functions are the best.
The equation for the basis functions can be found in [166]. However, for completeness, these




ai · sin(iλπ), (7.8)
where λ is the wavelength from 400nm to 720nm normalized to be between 0 and 1. The Fourier
basis functions are shown in Figure 7.10 (a). The polynomial basis function is expressed by




ai · λi, (7.9)








where µi and σ2 are the peak wavelength and the variance of each basis function. The radial
functions are shown in Figure 7.11(a), (b) and (c) for the red, green, and blue channels. Eight
basis functions are selected for the Fourier, polynomial and radial method [166].
Using the same captured image (Figure 7.7(c)), we recovered camera spectral sensitivities
with the Fourier, polynomial, and radial basis functions respectively. As shown in Figure 7.12, the
results are not as accurate as those obtained by using the PCA model (Figure 7.7(f)). We also used
the recovered camera spectral sensitivities to simulate the rendering of a color checker under CIE
D65. As shown in Figure 7.13, the PCA model outperforms other basis functions, resulting in the
smallest color difference overall.
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(a) Fourier basis (b) Polynomial basis 




















Figure 7.10: (a) The Fourier basis by Equation (7.8) and (b) the polynomial basis functions by
Equation (7.9). Eight basis functions are used.
(a) Radial basis (blue) (b) Radial basis (green) (c) Radial basis (red) 
Figure 7.11: The radial basis functions of the (a) red, (b) green, and (c) blue channel by Equa-
tion (7.10). Eight basis functions are used.
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Figure 7.12: The recovered camera spectral sensitivities of Canon 60D using other basis functions:
(a) Fourier basis, (b) polynomial basis, and (c) radial basis. The results were worse than that of
using the PCA model in Figure 7.7(f). The subscripts m and e stand for the measured and estimated
camera spectral sensitivities, respectively.
We also evaluated the robustness of our method to noise when recovering camera spectral
sensitivities with the four types of basis functions over the entire database (i.e. 28 cameras). The
proposed PCA model is more robust to noise, with the smallest RMS error in the recovery, Ta-
ble 7.1, contradicting with findings in [166]. We believe the reason is that our PCA model is
derived with more data (i.e. 28 vs 12 cameras).
7.5 Applications
In this section, we show two applications after the recovery of camera spectral sensitivity func-
tions.
7.5.1 Simulation of Color Rendering for Cameras
A straightforward application is to simulate the color rendering of a multi-spectral image for cam-
eras, i.e. generating a RGB image for certain camera models. This is useful for the design and
evaluation of cameras. Figure 7.14 shows an example where renderings are made using the mea-




Figure 7.13: Comparison of four types of basis functions for modeling camera spectral sensitivity
functions: A–PCA model (ours, Figure 7.7(f)), B–Fourier basis (Figure 7.12(a)), C–radial basis
(Figure 7.12(c)), and D–polynomial basis (Figure 7.12(b)) with the ground truth (E). A color
checker was rendered under D65 with camera spectral sensitivities recovered using these basis
functions, and converted to sRGB. The average color difference between the renderings (from A
to D) and the ground truth (E) are 1.59, 3.54, 2.43 and 7. The gain of the imaging system remains
the same for all four basis functions.
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Table 7.1: The spectral RMS between the measured and recovered camera spectral sensitivities
using four types of basis functions at different noise level. For polynomial, Fourier, and radial,
8 basis functions were used [166]. At all noise levels, the PCA model outperformed other basis
functions.
sured and recovered camera spectral sensitivities of the Canon 60D. The multispectral images
were from the database [60]. Color difference was calculated, and they are close to one suggesting
the accuracy of the recovered camera spectral sensitivities.
7.5.2 Computational Color Constancy
Knowing the camera spectral sensitivities is useful for computational color constancy [84], i.e. re-
moving the overall color cast in the captured images. In order to recover the correct color of a
scene, camera raw data needs to be converted to device-independent CIE XYZ space by Equa-
tion (7.5), and then a chromatic adaptation transform is used to take care of the difference in the
white point. A simple way to calculate the scene white point is [X Y Z]′w = T · [R G B]′w,
where [R G B]′w is the radiance of a white Lambertian area in the picture. A linear Bradford
chromatic adaptation transform is used to convert to CIE D65, the white point of sRGB color
space by default [84]. Computational color constancy relies on the accurate estimation of T (by
Equation (7.5)) and the white point of the scene. Knowing camera spectral sensitivities can help
us estimate the matrix T correctly.







Figure 7.14: Simulation of color rendering for cameras. The images are rendered to sRGB based
on the measured (top row) and estimated (bottom row) camera spectral sensitivities of Canon
60D. (a) face, (b) beads, and (c) peppers are from the multispectral image database [60]. The
values in the parentheses are the average color difference (CIEDE00 [19]) between the bottom and
top images in each column. For all three examples, the color difference is close to one indicating
a close color match.
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Figure 7.15: The correction of images by Canon5D Mark II by removing the color cast in the im-
age. The CC is put in the scene to locate the white point. The estimated camera spectral sensitivity
of Canon5D Mark II is used to calculate T by Equation (7.5). Left column: The captured image;
Middle column: the corrected image based on T, and Right column: the corrected image by
dividing the white point (without using T). The images are rendered in sRGB color space.
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In Figure 7.15, the pictures were captured by Canon 5D Mark II, whose camera spectral sen-
sitivities were estimated using a single picture under unknown daylight. T was obtained by Equa-
tion (7.5) using the estimated camera spectral sensitivities. The corrected image (the middle col-
umn in Figure 7.15) is based on the T matrix. Without camera spectral sensitivities, one of the
methods to correct the images is to divide the white point RGB as shown in the right column in
Figure 7.15. By comparing the two corrected images, the color is more saturated and natural in
the middle column in Figure 7.15 based on the recovered camera spectral sensitivities.
In the captured images in Figure 7.15, a ColorChecker is used. However, it does not have to
be in the scene as long as the scene white point can be determined (or a patch of neutral color) is
used. Our method is different from camera characterization using a ColorChecker, which requires
using all the patches in the ColorChecker.
7.6 Discussion
In this part of the thesis, we explored the space of spectral sensitivity functions for digital color
cameras. We measured a database of 28 cameras. We found the space of camera spectral sensitivi-
ties to be convex and two-dimensional. Based on the statistical model, we propose two methods to
recover camera spectral sensitivities from a single image with and without knowing the illumina-
tion. Compared to other basis functions, we find the PCA-based model more accurate and robust
to noise. We also showed several applications with the recovery of camera spectral sensitivities.
In addition, to verify the repeatability of our method, we tested the robustness of spectral
sensitivity recovery under daylight at different times of day. We simulated radiance using daylight
measured at different times of day, based on which the camera spectral sensitivity was recovered.
The measured and recovered camera spectral sensitivity was then compared and spectral RMS
calculated. The mean RMS for all 28 cameras in the database is in Figure 7.16 (b). The recovery
accuracy is about 0.06, almost invariant to daylight at different times of day.
The proposed method also has limitations. First, spurious measurements or outliers in the
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(a) Daylight measured at different time of the day (b) Recovery accuracy at different time of the day 



























Figure 7.16: Robustness of our method to daylight at different time of the day. (a) The spectral
power distribution of daylight measured at different time of the day. (b) The spectral RMS error
between the recovered and measured camera spectral sensitivity when estimated at different time
of the day. The RMS error is almost invariant to the daylight measured at different time of the day,
suggesting our method is robust to changes in daylight.
database may cause errors in the learned PCA model. Functional PCA [168] may be used to
overcome this problem. Second, our method assumes access to camera raw data to ensure lin-
earity. When this assumption does not hold, both camera response function and camera spectral
sensitivities have to be estimated simultaneously.
The proposed method works well under unknown daylight. Next, we are interested in the
recovery of camera spectral sensitivities under general unknown illumination such as indoor over-
head light or mixed lighting. Finally, we are also interested in applying the statistical model of
camera spectral sensitivities to infer some spectral information for Internet photos.
8
Evaluation of RGB and Spectral
Workflows
In Chapter 3, we investigated the impact of original and the impact of the viewing conditions on
the perceived image quality of fine art reproduction. We proposed to improve the current RGB
workflows of fine art reproduction in Chapters 4 and 5 and to do spectral imaging in Chapters 6
and 7. In this chapter, we evaluate the performance of spectral reproduction, an exempler-based
method, and the images after visual editing by observers.
8.1 Introduction
With the widespread adoption of digital imaging in museums, more and more artwork is archived
digitally to be viewed on the display. The demand to create accurate surrogates of the original is
high. Current workflows rely on visual editing and retouching (the global and local adjustments of
the image lightness, chroma, contrast, and sharpness, etc.) to improve the color accuracy between
the reproduction and the original.
The visual editing is time-consuming and labor-intensive because it has to be performed by
an expert in museums for each individual painting. Given the huge collections of paintings in
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museums, it is of interest to automate the workflow by replacing visual editing. Spectral imaging
is used to achieve more accurate reproductions in museums [67, 4, 58, 68] because it is more
robust to changes in the lighting condition. However, Frey and Farnand [2] found that it may
not be practical or cost-effective for many museums to change from current workflows to spectral
imaging, because of the overhead of equipment and expertise. Therefore, we propose an exemplar-
based model to automate the workflow without using spectral imaging in Chapter 5.
While spectral reproductions are generally more accurate in color, they are not guaranteed to
faithfully capture the surface texture of paintings. In the project, we evaluated the performance of
the spectral reproduction with images after visual editing by observers and the images adjusted by
the exemplar-based model in Chapter 5.
8.2 Related Work
In general, spectral imaging for fine art reproduction is implemented using multiple-filters or op-
timally designed lightings:
• Spectral Imaging with Multiple-Filters A filter wheel is usually used to mount filters
behind or in front of the camera lens. Liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) are used to
measure the surface reflectance [6], and the results are usually more accurate, because each
wavelength band is sampled individually. In another approach, a two-filter system has been
built to estimate the spectral reflectance based on RGB values for each pixel with one of
the filters [140, 5, 58]. The mechanical change of filters may introduce pixel shift in the
acquired images, and image registration may be needed.
• Spectral Imaging with Optimal Lighting A combination of optimal lighting conditions
is also used for spectral imaging. Imai et al. [3] estimated the spectral reflectance under
different illuminations. Park [7] used LED clusters to recover the scene spectra. Han et
al. [51] did spectral imaging with a DLP projector and color wheel. We propose to recover
the scene spectra under commonly available lighting conditions (i.e. daylight) in Chapter 6.
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Berns et al. [140] proposed to make spectral imaging of cultural heritage without visual editing
in which color accuracy alone was evaluated. However, visual editing may include sharpness and
contrast adjustments as well which is generally not improved by spectral imaging. Day et al. [64]
conducted a psychophysics experiment to evaluate the color accuracy of several multispectral
image capture techniques. Our project differs from [64] in three aspects:
• Instead of evaluating color targets, the stimuli in our experiment were oil-on-canvas paint-
ings.
• Instead of evaluating the image quality based on color alone, we asked observers to rank the
reproductions based on color, details and textures, and overall appearance.
• Instead of comparing the spectral reproductions recovered from 31 channels, 6 channels,
and 3 channels, we compared the spectral reproduction with the images after visual editing
by observers (the current approach in museums), and an exemplar-based model (Chapter 5).
8.3 Spectral Acquisition of Paintings
We captured the spectral reflectance of paintings using a machine vision camera, Lumenera Lu165
monochromatic CCD camera whose resolution is 1040 × 1392. The reason for choosing a ma-
chine vision camera was that it has a monochrome CCD whose light sensitivity is greater than
a CCD coated with the Bayer Pattern usually found in DSLRs. However, the resolution of the
monochromatic CCD is not as high as many DSLRs.
Liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) were used to allow light within a certain wavelength
range to reach the sensor. The wavelength ranges from 423nm to 700nm with an interval of
around 10nm. The transmittance of the LCTF used in the imaging system is shown in Figure 8.1.
The reason for choosing LCTFs to recover the spectra of the painting instead of using estimations
by multiple-filters [5] or multiple-lightings [7] systems was to acquire more accurate reflectance
data.
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Figure 8.1: The transmittance of the liquid crystal tunable filters (LCTFs) used in the spectral
imaging system. 29 wavelength bands are used with transmittance peak ranging from 423nm to
700nm with an interval of around 10nm.
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To eliminate the non-uniformity of light, to white balance the image, and to remove the fixed-
pattern noise on the CCD, flat-fielding was performed by taking a picture of a perfect reflecting
diffuser (PRD) at each wavelength band. Dark current was measured by having a black trap
mounted on the lens of the camera. The camera gain is set to 1 to reduce noise, and the exposure
time varies with wavelength in order to have reliable readings at different wavelength band. To
remove the random noise, ten pictures were taken and averaged at each wavelength. The acquisi-
tion setup is shown in Figure 8.2. Two light sources are at 45◦ from the horizontal stage on both
sides, and they are warmed up at least 30 minutes before capturing. The camera was mounted
perpendicular to the stage on which the painting is placed. LCTFs were mounted on the lens of
the camera and a close inspection can be found on the top right corner in Figure 8.2. For each





where I(λ) is the radiance of the pixel at the wavelength λ, Id(λ) is the dark current, and If (λ)
is the radiance of flat-fielding. The color checkers (CC) were used for validation in Figure 8.3.
A 10 × 10 window is averaged within each patch in the CC in the image to remove the random
noise. For all 24 patches in the CC, the captured reflectance by LCTFs match with the ground
truth measured by the Eye One Monitor spectrophotometer.
After the reflectance was obtained, the spectral reproductions were rendered using 1931 2-
degree Standard Observer under the light source used in the light booth whose spectral power
distribution is in Figure 8.4. Images were resized to fit the screen.
8.4 Psychophysics Experiments
The experimental setup was similar to Figure 5.4 (b) with the white point of the display and of the
light booth set to CIE D50. The display was characterized (Section 3.3). The method of paired-
comparison was used to evaluate the performance of the spectral reproduction, the exemplar-based
model in Chapter 5, and the images after visual editing and retouching by observers in Chapter 5.





Figure 8.2: The experimental setup to capture spectral images of paintings. Diffuse lightings are
positioned on both sides to be 45◦ from the horizontal stage, on which the painting is placed. A
monochromatic camera is set to be perpendicular to the stage. To acquire the spectral reflectance
of the scene, a liquid crystal tunable filter (LCTF) system is used.
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423nm 475nm 534nm
590nm 649nm 700nm
(a) Captured images (b) Rendered image

























































































































































Figure 8.3: Recovery of the spectral reflectance factor of ColorChecker (CC) using LCTF in
Figure 8.2. (a) The captured images at different wavelength band. Some captured frames are
shown at 423nm, 475nm, 534nm, 590nm, 649nm, and 700nm as examples. (b) The rendered
CC under the light in Figure 8.4, and 1931 2-degree Standard Observer. (c) The recovery of the
reflectance factor and the ground truth. Overall the recovery of the reflectance by LCTF matches
with the ground truth measured by spectrophotometer (geometry: 45◦/0◦).
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Figure 8.4: The spectral power distribution of the light source in the light booth measured by the
Spectrometer PR655.
Five paintings used to validate the exemplar-based model in Chapter 5 were used for the ex-
periment, and they are shown in Figure 8.5 (bigger version of the paintings can be found in Ap-
pendix. 10.2). The order for showing the paintings and the order for showing the reproductions of
each painting were randomized to avoid bias. Since we are not interested in the relative ranking
among images adjusted by observers, only the image that was the best among images adjusted
by observers was used to compare with the spectral reproduction and the exemplar-based model
(Chapter 5). We asked observers three questions:
• Which reproduction overall matches the original in the light booth better in color?
• Which reproduction overall matches the original in the light booth better in detail?
• Which reproduction represents the original better in the light booth?
Twenty observers participated in the experiment. Most were students in Imaging Science or
Fine Arts at the Rochester Institute of Technology.
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Figure 8.5: The paintings used in the psychophysics experiment. Bigger versions of the paintings
can be found in Appendix.10.2.
8.5 Results
The results of the paired-comparison experiment is shown in Figures 8.6, 8.7 and 8.9 for evalua-
tions of the image quality of fine art reproduction based on color, texture and overall appearance
of the reproductions. The probability that one reproduction was selected over another was con-
verted to z scores (with zero mean and standard deviation of one). Interactions between paintings
and reproduction methods can be found in Figure 8.6, 8.7 and 8.9. Spectral reproductions are
supposed to be the best in color accuracy, but the spectral reproduction of only three out of five
paintings (Plaza, Fall and Daisy) were ranked by observers to be the best in color, Figure 8.6. For
Bridge and Ducks, the exemplar-based model (Chapter 5) was found to have the most accurate
color reproduction.
When details was used alone as criterion for evaluation of the perceived image quality of fine
art reproduction, the spectral reproduction of Fall was ranked worst, Figure 8.7. The rankings of
other paintings were clustered because the rankings of Fall were far apart. The ranking results
without Fall based on details are shown in Figure 8.8. For all the paintings, the texture and
details were found best in the reproductions made by manual editing by observers, and the spectral
reproductions were ranked worst. This may have resulted from the diffuse lighting geometry when
capturing the spectral images in Figure 8.2. The diffuse lighting tends to flatten the surface texture.
When overall appearance was considered in evaluating the reproductions, the reproductions of
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Figure 8.6: The evaluation of the color accuracy of reproductions made by manual visual editing
by observers by an exemplar-based model (Chapter 5) and by spectral imaging by LCTFs.



































Figure 8.7: The evaluation of the texture and details of reproductions made by manual visual
editing by observers by an exemplar-based model (Chapter 5) and by spectral imaging by LCTFs.
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Figure 8.8: The evaluation of the texture and details of reproductions (without the painting Fall)
made by manual visual editing by observers by an exemplar-based model (Chapter 5) and by
spectral imaging by LCTFs.





































Figure 8.9: The evaluation of the overall appearance of reproductions made by manual visual
editing by observers by an exemplar-based model (Chapter 5) and by spectral imaging by LCTFs.
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Fall and Ducks by the exemplar-based model were found to be the best. Plaza by the exemplar-
based model and by spectral imaging were ranked similarly well. The other two paintings: Bridge
and Daisy were ranked the best when reproduced after visual editing by observers, Figure 8.9.
Spectral reproductions were ranked the best for only one of the five paintings (Plaza) when image
quality was assessed based on overall appearance.
8.6 Discussion
In this project, we evaluated the performance of different workflows for fine art reproduction,
including the traditional visual editing and retouching by observers, spectral imaging, and an
exemplar-based model (Chapter 5).
The spectral reproductions were captured using LCTFs and the reflectance at each pixel of
the painting was acquired. By knowing the light source under which the painting is viewed (Fig-
ure 8.4), the tristimulus values can be calculated using Equation (2.1). Therefore, a close match in
color was expected between the spectral reproduction on the display and the original in the light
booth. However, this was not absolutely true for all five paintings in the experiment. Only three
out of five paintings were ranked best when reproduced by spectral imaging and evaluated with
color accuracy alone, Figure 8.6.
One of the reasons may have been that the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the filters
used in the acquisition system were not the same. The MTF describes how well the system is
able to resolve image details as a function of spatial frequency. Blurring may occur at certain
wavelength bands but not at others resulting in the measured reflectance being a function of neigh-
boring pixels (when blurred). If the surface is homogeneous, e.g. ColorChecker in Figure 8.3,
the extracted reflectance may not suffer from the blurring because neighboring pixels are of the
same reflectance (except near the borders of the patches). However, for paintings with fine detail,
the acquired reflectance may become contaminated by neighboring pixels. The problem is exac-
erbated when more filters are used in the imaging system. Another possible reason is chromatic
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aberration (light at different wavelengths bend differently at the edge of the lens) in the imaging
system. Images captured at certain wavelength may be out of focus given the same focus distance
configured for all wavelength from 420nm to 700nm. Using a smaller aperture size may reduce
the impact of chromatic aberration.
In addition, even though the tristimulus values of the original matched with those of the re-
production on the display, it is still possible that observers may have found a mismatch in color
between the reproduction and the original because the degree of adaptation may differ [84]. We are
more likely to be able to adapt to the white point of self-reflecting materials than to self-luminous
displays because the adaptation is incomplete in the later case. For example, we perceive white
paper under tungsten light whitish despite the physical color measurements suggesting it is yel-
lowish. Additionally, the same color (physical measurements) is rarely perceived as whitish when
shown on the display. Yet spectral imaging methods are currently able to achieve spectral match.
To match the color appearance, color appearance models need to be used [84].
On the other hand, given the diffuse lighting geometry when capturing the spectra of paint-
ings, the surface texture on the paintings may not be well preserved. Therefore, none of the five
paintings were ranked best by the spectral reproduction when image quality was evaluated based
on details in Figure 8.7. The loss of detail becomes more noticeable with paintings having heavy
strokes. Directional lighting may be introduced to relieve the loss of texture and detail in the
painting as long as unwanted shadows are not created.
The overall image quality of fine art reproduction evaluated by observers was a result of a
number of considerations, including color, details, texture, contrast, and tone reproductions. The
exemplar-based model outperformed the other two methods by a small margin when overall ap-
pearance was considered, Figure 8.9. Given the relatively low requirement and cost associated
with using the exemplar-based model, its performance is encouraging.
In addition, the rankings in z score are generally within ±1, the threshold of just-noticeable-
difference (JND), suggesting that the rankings of the reproductions made by the three methods are
close. There are some limitations of our work: (1) six paintings were used for the experiment.
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Given that the performance of reproduction methods may be image-dependent, more paintings are
desirable, (2) the reproductions by the exemplar-based method and the visual editing by observers
were captured by a DSLR (Canon 60D), different from the monochromatic machine-vision camera
(Lumenera Lu165) used for the spectral acquisition. Cameras of similar performance and resolu-
tion may be used in the future for more controlled experimentation, and (3) when image quality
was evaluated based on texture and details, observers might have been affected by how accurate
the color was preserved in the reproductions. A better solution is to show the lightness channel of
the image alone when evaluating the image quality based on texture and details.
8.7 Conclusions
In the project, we evaluated the performance of the fine art reproduction based on spectral imaging
by LCTFs, by an exemplar-based model, and by visual editing by observers in the current work-
flow. While spectral reproductions are supposed to be most accurate in color, it was not always
ranked best when evaluations were based on color accuracy. The loss of texture and detail in spec-
tral reproductions were due to the diffuse lighting geometry. When the perceived image quality
was evaluated based on overall appearance, the exemplar-based model in Chapter 5 outperformed
the other two methods marginally.
Future work can be made to evaluate the image quality of fine art reproduction by (1) including
more paintings in the experiment, (2) capturing the spectral reproduction and the reproduction
based on current workflows with similar cameras, and (3) showing the lightness channel of the
image alone when image quality is evaluated based on texture and details.
9
Conclusions and Future Work
The perceived image quality of fine art reproductions by museums are not always satisfactory,
resulting from the widely varying workflows of fine art reproduction in museums. Four problems
are diagnosed in current workflows of fine art reproduction: (1) what is the impact of viewing
condition and original on the evaluation of image quality, (2) can image quality be improved
by avoiding visual editing and retouching, (3) can we make spectral imaging more convenient?
and (4) what is the performance of spectral reproductions compared with reproductions based on
current workflows. In this thesis, we have proposed to (1) improve the currrent RGB workflows of
fine art reproduction by automating visual editing and (2) recover the spectra of paintings under
commonly available lighting conditions.
9.1 Summary of Contributions
In this thesis, the novel question asked was how to improve the workflows of fine art reproduc-
tion to achieve more accurate surrogates of the original. In other words, we asked ourselves the
following questions during our investigation:
• What Is the Impact of Viewing Condition and Original on Image Quality Evaluation?
Instead of having image quality evaluated in a calibrated environment with the original,
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what is the impact of the viewing condition and the presence of the original on the perceived
image quality? (Chapter 3).
• How Image Quality Can Be Improved by Avoiding Visual Editing and Retouching?
Instead of having experts in museums work on each painting to match the original, can we
automate the process of visual editing? (Chapter 4 and 5).
• Can We Make Spectral Imaging More Convenient? Artwork are captured by a digital
camera, and trichromatic RGB information are used in current workflows of fine art repro-
duction. The reproductions suffer from illuminant metamerism. Can we overcome this limit
without causing financial burdens on museums? (Chapter 6 and 7).
• What Is the Performance of Spectral Reproductions Compared with Reproductions
Based on Current Workflows? By recovering the spectral reflectance of paintings, spectral
reproductions are supposed to be most accurate in color. What are the pros and cons of
spectral reproduction? (Chapter 8).
These four questions guided this study of fine art reproduction, as summarized below.
Evaluation of Image Quality In Chapter 3, we investigated (1) the impact of the original on the
image quality, and (2) the impact of viewing conditions on the image quality of fine art reproduc-
tion. We found color accuracy to be significant only when the reproduction was evaluated on a
characterized display with the original present in the light booth.
In addition, the rankings were highly correlated between the experiment in the controlled
experiments without the original and the web-based experiment suggesting that the viewing con-
ditions had little impact on the image quality evaluation when the original was absent. Web-based
experiments can be trusted when the perceived image quality is primarily judged based on prefer-
ence. Given the overhead associated with the lab-based experiments, i.e. display characterization,
web-based methods are more cost-efficient.
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Automation of Visual Editing Visual editing and retouching significantly lowers the efficiency
of fine art reproduction [1]. It is therefore of interest to reduce visual editing. Spectral imaging
is used to reproduce the artwork without visual editing [140]. However, the spectral imaging
processes and equipment are, at present, not practical or cost-effective for many museums [2].
We proposed to (1) reduce visual editing by chromatic adaptation model in Chapter 4, and (2)
automate visual editing by an exemplar-based method in Chapter 5.
Three state-of-the-art chromatic adaptation models were selected to predict the images ad-
justed by observers. The model that matches with the images adjusted by observers most closely
can be used as a more ideal starting point. However, no CAT model was found to be the best
for all test paintings. In addition, CATs cannot account for sharpness and contrast adjustments in
visual editing and retouching. Therefore, an exemplar-based method was used to automate visual
editing. A database was created composed of visual editing and retouching of paintings. Given an
incoming painting, we applied the adjustments of the image in the database that was closest to the
incoming image according to a given distance metric. In this way, experts do not have to visually
edit each individual painting once the database is well established.
Spectral Recovery under Commonly Available Lightings Current workflows of fine art repro-
duction suffer from illuminant metamerism because of the trichromatic capturing of the painting.
Spectral imaging, instead, is promising in overcoming this limitation. However, spectral imaging
processes and equipment are, at present, not practical or cost-effective for many museums [2].
In Chapter 6, we proposed to recover the spectra of paintings under commonly available light-
ing conditions, i.e. daylight. Based on the proposed model, we were able to estimate the spectra of
paintings without customizing the cameras or relying on specific lighting condition. In addition,
given the variety of commonly available lighting conditions, we investigated (1) which lighting
condition overall provides best recovery of the spectral reflectance, and (2) given a lighting condi-
tion, which reflectance is estimated more accurately by analyzing the noise.
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Camera Spectral Sensitivity We analyzed the space of camera spectral sensitivities to under-
stand the underlying reason behind the mismatch in color between the reproduction and the origi-
nal in Chapter 7. The knowledge of camera spectral sensitivity is also useful for spectral imaging,
spectral rendering, and color constancy.
We collected a database of camera spectral sensitivities including DSLRs, machine vision
cameras, point-and-shoot cameras, and smartphone cameras. We found the space of camera spec-
tral sensitivity convex and that two eigenvectors were enough to represent the variance of the
space. In addition, we proposed to estimate the camera spectral sensitivity by taking a single
picture of broadband color target under unknown daylight.
Evaluation of Spectral Reproduction In Chapter 8, we compared the performance of reproduc-
tions made by spectral imaging by an exemplar-based method and by images after visual editing
by observers. While spectral reproductions are supposed to be the most accurate in color, they
were not always ranked best when color accuracy alone was used for image quality evaluation. It
may have resulted from the blurring in the acquired reflectance at certain channels in the LCTF ac-
quisition system. On the other hand, the spectral reproductions were generally poor in preserving
details and textures on paintings because of the diffuse lighting conditions used when capturing
the artwork. Overall the exemplar-based model outperformed the other two approaches by a small
margin.
9.2 Future Research
Digital archiving has been widely adopted in the last ten years. Guidelines and standards are
created to improve the image quality of fine art reproduction. By incorporation of computer vision,
computer graphics, and computational photography with digital archiving, the appearance of the
artwork can be preserved more accurately not only in color but also in texture, highlights, and
so forth. Darling and Ferwerda [169] created a tangiBook display for direct interaction with the
virtual surface. Berns and Chen [13] captured the surface normal and diffuse spectral reflectance
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of the painting by using photometric stereo and multiple-filters. RTI [12] achieved the relighting
of artwork by dense measurements of the artwork at different lighting directions and polynomial
texture mapping [170]. Structured light [171, 172] has been used to accurately recover the 3D
shape of culture heritage, i.e. statues. Below, I summarize several important future directions.
Color Appearance of Artworks In this thesis, we have focused on an accurate color reproduc-
tion of artwork. Current workflows aim at a metameric match between the reproduction and the
original at best. Spectral reproduction is used to achieve better color accuracy by avoiding illumi-
nant metamerism. However, the color appearance of the reproduction and the original may still
differ, even with an exact match in tristimulus values, because color appearance is also a function
of background, surround, luminance level, and so forth. For example, a painting lit by daylight
from an overhead window probably will not appear the same as when it is viewed on a display in
a room with dim light despite having the same CIE XYZ or CIE LAB values. Color appearance
models [84] can be used to better predict the color appearance of the artwork given the information
of the viewing conditions.
Time-Varying Appearance of Artworks In this thesis, we have focused on an accurate color
reproduction of artwork at a certain time. As the appearance of paintings may change over time
due to aging or fading, it is of interest to understand and model the time-varying appearance of
artwork. The study of the time-varying feature of artwork may allow prediction of how the painting
used to look given its current appearance. In addition, the knowledge of time-varying appearance
of artwork may also provide us with insights on how paintings should be preserved so that they
can last longer without much change in color or texture.
Material Appearance of Artworks The color that we perceive is contributed by the surface re-
flection (direct component) and subscattering, inter-reflection and so forth (global component) [173].
Similarly, the color of paintings may come from both the surface and beneath the pigment. How-
ever, the translucency of pigments or artistic materials has not been thoroughly studied. By inves-
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tigating the subscattering of paintings at pixel-level, we may be able to distinguish pigments that
probably appear the same examined by our bare eyes. In addition, the modeling of the translucency
of the pigments or artwork allows rendering to be made more accurately for computer graphics.
Interaction with Artworks Most of the research in this thesis was on the color of the artwork.
However, how artwork looks at different viewing directions is important as well, especially when
people cannot observe the painting at a close distance in museums. Current capturing schemes
allow archiving of the artwork appearance from only one view point. The acquisition of the art-
work from multiple viewpoints can be implemented using multi-camera arrays, micro-lens light
field cameras, or light field gantry. The acquired light field can then be used for interaction with
the viewer by synthesizing new views or refocusing.
These directions are not isolated. Instead, they intervene with each other, and the study of one
direction may benefit other directions considerably. With the ever wide adoption of digital imaging
in museums, I believe that the study of fine art reproduction will help preserve our cultural heritage.
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Appendix
10.1 Measurement of Camera Spectral Sensitivities
Camera spectral sensitivity is the sensitivity of a camera to light at different wavelength in the
visible wavelength range, i.e. from 400nm to 720nm. The knowledge of spectral sensitivity of
cameras is useful for applications such as spectral imaging and computational color constancy.
In order to get the ground truth, a monochrometer and a spectrometer were used as shown in






where d(λ) is the raw data recorded by the camera, r is the illuminant radiance measured by the
spectrometer, and t is the exposure time of the camera. All other settings (i.e., ISO and aperture)
remained the same during the measurement. The procedure was repeated across the whole visible
wavelength from 400 to 720nm with an interval of 10nm.
Given that the relative scale of the camera spectral sensitivity is usually needed, the calculation







Figure 10.1: The experimental setup to measure the camera spectral sensitivity. A stable light
source (i.e. tungsten light) was put behind the monochrometer. The monochromatic light from
the monochrometer illuminated the integrating sphere. Images were taken by the camera at each
wavelength band. Exposure time of the camera was adjusted to ensure reliable readings with all
the other settings (i.e. ISO and aperture size) the same. The spectrometer obtained the radiance at
each wavelength.
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where Ne(λ) and Np(λ) are the number of electrons and photons hitting the sensor at unit time





where Nc(λ) is the number of digital counts within a subwindow. The subwindow is used mainly
to avoid vignetting near the edges of the captured images. t(λ) is the exposure time set at wave-
length λ, and it is adjusted to have reliable readings at different wavelength region. Np(λ) can be





where A is the area of a pixel, I(λ) is the measured intensity of light at a certain wavelength, h is
the Planck’s constant, 6.62607e-34, and c is the speed of light, and it is 3e8.
One method of improving QE, especially at shorter wavelengths, is through the use of mi-
crolenses. Tiny lenses are placed over each pixel of an array, focusing the gathered light away
from gate structures and onto the photosensitive area.
10.2 Paintings
The paintings used in the thesis are shown in alphabetical order.





















Figure 10.12: Night Sky
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Figure 10.13: Orchid
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Figure 10.14: Persons
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Figure 10.15: Photo
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Figure 10.16: Plaza
Figure 10.17: StreetView
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Figure 10.18: Train
Figure 10.19: Winter
